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A major goal of the Center on Continuous Instructional Improvement (CCII) is to promote the use of research to improve teaching and learning. In pursuit of that goal, CCII is assessing, synthesizing and disseminating findings from research on learning progressions in science, mathematics, and literacy, and promoting and supporting further development of progressions as well as research on their use and effects. CCII views learning progressions as potentially important, but as yet unproven tools for improving teaching and learning, and recognizes that developing and utilizing this potential poses some challenges.

The purpose of this report is to describe the work that has been done so far on learning progressions in science, examine the challenges to developing usable learning progressions, determine if further investments are warranted, and if so, what investments are needed to realize their promised benefits. The report examines the quality and utility of the work done to date and identifies gaps in the fields that would have to be addressed in order to move the work forward. We hope this assessment of these fields of work will inform the national research and development agenda and be useful to those interested in learning progressions, including researchers, curriculum developers, teacher educators, assessment developers and policymakers.

In order to develop the report, CCII invited experts in science education and cognitive science and formed a panel to review and discuss the state of the current work on learning progressions. The panel met twice in two-day meetings supported by funding from Pearson Education and the Hewlett Foundation. Twenty-one participants including science educators, learning scientists, psychologists, assessment experts, policy researchers, and curriculum developers attended these meetings (a list of the attendees can be found in Appendix A). Many of the panel members have been actively engaged in developing and testing learning progressions in science.

CCII staff Aaron Rogat, Tom Corcoran, and Fritz Mosher from Teachers College, Columbia University organized and planned the meetings in collaboration with the meeting chair, Joseph Krajcik of the University of Michigan. At the meetings, the panelists and CCII staff reviewed a cross-section of the work on science learning progressions; these progressions are listed and briefly described in Appendix B. A number of developers shared their work on learning progressions and the procedures to develop and validate them. This led to rich discussions about the development processes used and the characteristics of usable learning progressions. Participants discussed the common elements in their work and some divergent approaches to the development of learning progressions as well as challenges to developing and validating them.

The purpose of this report is to describe the work that has been done so far on learning progressions in science, examine the challenges to developing usable learning progressions, determine if further investments are warranted, and if so, what investments are needed to realize their promised benefits. The report examines the quality and utility of the work done to date and identifies gaps in the fields that would have to be addressed in order to move the work forward. We hope this assessment of these fields of work will inform the national research and development agenda and be useful to those interested in learning progressions, including researchers, curriculum developers, teacher educators, assessment developers and policymakers.

In order to develop the report, CCII invited experts in science education and cognitive science and formed a panel to review and discuss the state of the current work on learning progressions. The panel met twice in two-day meetings supported by funding from Pearson Education and the Hewlett Foundation. Twenty-one participants including science educators, learning scientists, psychologists, assessment experts, policy researchers, and curriculum developers attended these meetings (a list of the attendees can be found in Appendix A). Many of the panel members have been actively engaged in developing and testing learning progressions in science.

CCII staff Aaron Rogat, Tom Corcoran, and Fritz Mosher from Teachers College, Columbia University organized and planned the meetings in collaboration with the meeting chair, Joseph Krajcik of the University of Michigan. At the meetings, the panelists and CCII staff reviewed a cross-section of the work on science learning progressions; these progressions are listed and briefly described in Appendix B. A number of developers shared their work on learning progressions and the procedures to develop and validate them. This led to rich discussions about the development processes used and the characteristics of usable learning progressions. Participants discussed the common elements in their work and some divergent approaches to the development of learning progressions as well as challenges to developing and validating them.

The term progressions is used throughout the document in short-hand for learning progressions.
This report has been informed by these discussions and addresses 1) the nature and quality of existing work on learning progressions in science, 2) the essential elements of learning progressions, 3) the outstanding issues, challenges and debates about learning progressions in science, and 4) the research and development that must be done to realize their potential as tools for improving teaching and learning. The recommendations are based on our review of transcripts of the discussions at the panel meetings; review of research reports, papers, and funding awards on learning progressions; and extended conversations with many of the participants in the meetings. While drafts of the report were reviewed by the meeting participants as well as external reviewers, and their feedback was enormously helpful, the responsibility for the arguments raised in the report and the recommendations rests with CCII.

This report has been informed by these discussions and addresses 1) the nature and quality of existing work on learning progressions in science, 2) the essential elements of learning progressions, 3) the outstanding issues, challenges and debates about learning progressions in science, and 4) the research and development that must be done to realize their potential as tools for improving teaching and learning. The recommendations are based on our review of transcripts of the discussions at the panel meetings; review of research reports, papers, and funding awards on learning progressions; and extended conversations with many of the participants in the meetings. While drafts of the report were reviewed by the meeting participants as well as external reviewers, and their feedback was enormously helpful, the responsibility for the arguments raised in the report and the recommendations rests with CCII.
American education policy seems poised to escalate and shift its two decade long commitment to standards and outcome-based reform. That commitment has involved a set of “grand bargains”, in which the federal government provides Title I (“The No Child Left Behind Act” or NCLB) disadvantaged education funds in return for the states agreeing to set ambitious content standards, and define performance or “proficiency” standards associated with them that all students in the states’ schools will be expected to meet by the 2013/2014 school year. The disadvantaged children targeted by Title I are expected to meet the same standards as all of the rest of the children in each state. In return for agreeing to hold their schools accountable for meeting these expectations, the states are left free to set their standards and their related measures of proficiency as they wish, within some broadly defined parameters. And the local school systems and schools in each state, in return for their share of the Title I/NCLB money are left free, for the most part, to choose their preferred approaches to instruction as long as they agree to be held accountable for ensuring that all their students are making adequate progress towards meeting the state’s proficiency goals. So, the general form of each bargain is an agreement to reduce or forgo regulation of inputs in return for a commitment to define, and meet, outcome expectations.

But, having agreed to do something they had never before tried to do—to succeed with essentially all students—schools and educators face the problem that they don’t know how to meet their side of the bargain. Proponents and observers of reform claim to be shocked that some states are setting their performance standards in ways that minimize or disguise the degree to which their students are likely to fail to meet the hopes of reform. In addition, schools and teachers are resorting to approaches, such as relentless test preparation and focusing on students who are just at the edge of meeting proficiency requirements, that try to meet the letter of the bargains’ requirements while leaving the more ambitious spirit of the reforms’ hopes well behind, along with all too many children.

In the face of this, what do reform proponents recommend? Naturally, they recommend shifting to common, or national, content and performance standards, so that states cannot hide their failures, and while they are at it, they recommend that those common standards be raised to more ambitious levels that would match those that seem to be attained by the highest performing of our global competitors, ones that would meet the presumed demands of this new, 21st Century.

At the Center for Continuous Instructional Improvement (CCII) we have an alternative, or perhaps an additional, suggestion to make. We think it is time to reconsider the other side of the bargain and to focus on developing and making available the knowledge, tools, infrastructure and resources that would make it possible for educators and their students to deliver on the promised outcomes. These bargains never were very Faustian. The good stuff of the money and the eased regulation on inputs were never that good, but it now certainly is time to focus on the devilish details.
We are convinced that it is not possible for the reform goals with respect to “all students” to be met unless instruction in our schools becomes much more adaptive. That is, the norms of practice should shift in the direction in which teachers and other educators take responsibility for continually seeking evidence on whether their students are on track to learning what they need to if they are to reach the goals, along with tracking indicators of what problems they may be having, and then for making pedagogical responses to that evidence designed to keep their students on track, or to get them back on track, moving toward meeting the goals. This, of course, is a description of a formative assessment process in action. We are additionally convinced that teachers will not be able to engage in such processes unless they have in their minds some idea about how students’ learning in the subjects they are teaching develops over their time in school, as well as some idea of the ways of responding to evidence of their progress or problems that are likely to be effective. We have been looking for promising ideas about what this metaphor of “on track” (or its obverse—“off track”) might mean in terms that could be accessible to and useful for teachers and their students.

One such idea that has attracted growing attention in education reform circles is the concept of “learning progressions.” This is a report on the results of our convening a group of experts to explore this concept, what promise it might hold for improving instruction in our schools, and, if it seems promising, what further might be required to make that promise real—all in the specific context of science education.

This, briefly, is what we found. Learning progressions in science are empirically grounded and testable hypotheses about how students’ understanding of, and ability to use, core scientific concepts and explanations and related scientific practices grow and become more sophisticated over time, with appropriate instruction (NRC, 2007). These hypotheses describe the pathways students are likely to follow to the mastery of core concepts. They are based on research about how students’ learning actually progresses—as opposed to selecting sequences of topics and learning experiences based only on logical analysis of the current disciplinary knowledge and on personal experiences in teaching. These hypotheses are then tested empirically to assess how valid they are (Does the hypothesized sequence describe a path most students actually experience given appropriate instruction?) and ultimately to assess their consequential validity (Does instruction based on the learning progression produce better results for most students?). If this work is pursued vigorously and rigorously, the end result should be a solid body of evidence about what most students are capable of achieving in school and about the particular sequence(s) of learning experiences that would lead to proficiency on the part of most students. However, it is not assumed that there is likely to be one best progression or pathway. The number and nature of productive pathways are treated as empirical questions likely to be influenced by variations in instruction and by future design and experimentation.

With the help of the panel, our review of current work on the development of learning progressions in science (we focused primarily on the American literature in this regard) made it clear that, while there is promising work on progressions in some scientific domains and practices, in most cases that work is at the initial stages of producing evidence on the degree of validity and usefulness of these progressions, and, taken together, they do not yet cover enough of the scientific content and practices that should be taught in American schools for them to be able to bear the full weight of replacing standards as
we currently understand them. Nevertheless, when coupled with thoughtful efforts to
define curriculum frameworks that would try to encompass the best we know about
how students learn content and practices and what instructional experiences are likely
to promote that learning, it might be possible to lay out a picture of what should be
taught that would cover most of the ambitions likely to be framed by new higher, fewer,
and clearer standards, and to do it in such a way as to have a much better chance of
informing teachers’ practice.

Beyond this short run effort, CCII and our panel suggest what would be needed in terms
of research and development to produce a more comprehensive set of progressions to
serve as the backbone of a much more effective science education system. This would
require continuing effort, and funding, to refine and test the progressions that now are
under development, including making a concerted effort to demonstrate the effects on
instruction and improved student outcomes when teaching and assessment are aligned
with well tested progressions — to provide a kind of “existence proof” that further invest-
ment in developing progressions would be justified. Funders should work with researchers
and educators to identify the core science concepts and practices that still need to be
covered by progressions, and provide priority support for a strategic plan of extended
research, development, and design to ensure the coverage that the schools will need.

There are still fundamental questions about the structure of progressions and the ways
in which evidence of students’ progress along them can be gathered. In particular, we
need better understanding of the ways of understanding and characterizing the relations
and interactions among the many progressions that students are traversing during the
school years, including, but not limited to, the interaction between progressions in
learning content and progressions in acquiring key scientific practices. And the problem
of devising assessments that report students’ performance validly and reliably referenced
to the key levels of understanding and skill identified by the progressions, rather than
to students’ positions relative to other students, will require fundamental advances in
psychometric methods.

If this priority work is supported and carried out successfully, CCII is convinced that
the resulting progressions can play a central role in supporting the needed shift toward
adaptive instruction as the norm of practice in American schools. We offer here a brief list
of the possible benefits:

- They should provide a more understandable basis for setting standards,
  with tighter and clearer ties to the instruction that would enable students
to meet them;

- They would provide reference points for assessments that report in terms of
  levels of progress (and problems) and signal to teachers where their students
are, when they need intervention, and what kinds of interventions or ongoing
support they need;

- They would inform the design of curricula that are efficiently aligned with
  what students need to progress;

- They would provide a more stable conception of the goals and required
  sequences of instruction as a basis for designing both pre- and in-service
  teacher education; and,
The empirical evidence on the relationship between students' instructional experiences and the resources made available to them, and the rates at which they move along the progressions, gathered during their development and ongoing validation, can form the basis for a fairer set of expectations for what students and teachers should be able to accomplish, and thus a fairer basis for designing accountability systems and requirements.
Introduction

A broad consensus has emerged in recent years among policymakers, educators, researchers, and the business community about the need for the nation to take urgent action to improve teaching and learning in science in our public schools. Certainly the performance of U.S. students on national and international assessments of K–12 science and mathematics education has been disappointing, and more disturbing are the large gaps in performance associated with family income and race (Gonzales et al., 2008; National Center for Education Statistics, 2006; OECD, 2007). And it is clear that the U.S. needs to raise the level of public literacy in science in order to deal with the challenges of the next century (Salzman & Lowell, 2008). Explanations for our mediocre performance in science learning as a nation vary, but many critics focus on the quality of our state standards and complain that the curricula in use are a mile wide and an inch deep (Schmidt et al., 2002). Many contend the states should adopt common standards, and argue this should happen immediately. Others believe the solution lies in improving the quality of teachers and teaching, and want the government to offer incentives to hire better teachers. While opinions about what should be done vary, almost all agree that urgent action is needed.

This report is a plea for a more reasoned, deliberate approach, one that employs scientific principles and which engineers solutions that can be tested and refined until they work. We agree actions must be taken, but endorse actions to devise and test solutions rather than embracing popular but unproven ones. We believe we must use what we know to improve teaching and learning in science, and that we must recognize that we do not know all that we need to know. The action that is needed is the development and implementation of a national research and development program to fill in the gaps in our knowledge, and develop the tools needed by curriculum developers, test-makers, and teachers to translate what we do know into practice. This report is about one class of those tools, called learning progressions, and the role they could play in addressing the problems we face in science education, and in other knowledge domains as well. This report explains what learning progressions are and why they are important, and describes the current state of their development, and what must be done to fulfill their potential.

But we must begin our story at the beginning. Why should we be so concerned about the state of science education? Is it not sufficient that we produce enough scientists, doctors, and technicians to fill the jobs available in our nation’s universities, businesses, hospitals, and laboratories? Does everyone need to understand science? The answer to the first question is a strong no; it is not sufficient. And the answer to the second one is a qualified yes. In order for our nation’s democratic institutions to function effectively in the 21st century and for our leaders to deal with complex decisions affecting climate change, the environment, public health, and other issues requiring scientific understanding, the vast majority of our citizens must be scientifically literate and capable of understanding scientific reasoning. Clearly we need to prepare adequate numbers of students to become
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Why are Reforms Needed?

Even the most cursory examination of our science standards reveals that there are simply too many of them covering too many disconnected topics at each level, and that they often lack careful vertical articulation. Our high-stakes state assessments do not focus on central concepts and practices in science; rather they rely on simple multiple-choice questions that do not adequately address what we want our students to know and to be able to do. These standards and assessments have led to the use of curricula that are thin and attempt to cover too much in each grade, and this in turn has encouraged instruction that focuses on coverage of topics rather than providing the careful scaffolding required for students to develop integrated and sophisticated understanding of science content. Our students are not spending sufficient time engaged in complex cognitive tasks such as inquiry, argumentation, and explanation and therefore it should be no surprise that many of them do not develop the critical thinking skills we hope they will attain (Kuhn, 2005; NRC, 2007). For many, science class is a thin gruel of badly organized textbooks, worksheets, and memorization of science “facts,” and in part this is because that is what is being demanded by the state standards and high-stakes assessments.

In spite of the rhetoric used by our leaders about the need for rigorous standards and focusing on inquiry, our standards, curricula and assessments fall far short of our national aspirations to provide scientific literacy for all students. These endemic problems with the science standards, curriculum, and assessments are exacerbated by inadequate teacher preparation and certification requirements for science teachers that fail to develop or require the understanding of content, students’ learning in science, and the pedagogical approaches that teachers need to support science learning.

Our state and local education systems face major problems in teaching science, and many students fail to acquire even basic proficiency by the time they leave high school. To address these issues, we must decide what is most important to learn, and then develop more parsimonious standards and better articulated curricula that reflect what we know about how children learn science and how their mastery develops over time. The first step toward solving our problems is identifying our learning goals and setting appropriate and effective sequences of learning targets across the grades. We must reach agreement on the essential science concepts and skills that should be taught in schools, in what order they should be taught, and how they should be connected, and we must base these decisions on evidence, not opinion, and re-visit them as new evidence accumulates.
There is broad agreement among science educators that we should focus on core concepts in science, particularly those that are generative of broader understanding across the scientific disciplines (NRC, 2007). But which concepts, and how are they connected, and when should they be taught? Our education systems and our schools need answers to these questions. They are in desperate need of guidance about how to design better standards, curricula, assessments, and teacher preparation programs. But to address these issues effectively, we must examine the evidence we have about how children learn science, collect more evidence where it is needed, and then design and test curriculum, assessments, and instructional programs based on this knowledge. This requires a shift from consensual models of decision-making that rely on reconciling or accommodating the divergent opinions of stakeholders to evidence-driven models that rely on careful design and testing of hypotheses about curriculum. And it requires the development of new tools such as learning progressions that bridge research and practice, and provide guidance for curriculum developers and teachers. This is the work to be done if our school systems are to improve their policies, supports and programs, and make sustainable progress toward the goal of universal scientific literacy. Only if we behave like scientists and adopt scientific practices to inform our educational policies, are our students likely to be able to make significant achievement gains in science—and in other domains of knowledge as well. We believe learning progressions hold great promise, and might be a useful first step in the effort to change how we think about and conduct improvement in education.
1) Learning targets or clear end points that are defined by societal aspirations and progressions have five essential components:

2) Progress variables that identify the critical dimensions of understanding and skill that are being developed over time;

3) Levels of achievement or stages of progress that define significant intermediate steps in conceptual/skill development that most children might be expected to pass through on the path to attaining the desired proficiency;

4) Learning performances which are the operational definitions of what children's understanding and skills would look like at each of these stages of progress, and which provide the specifications for the development of assessments and activities which would locate where students are in their progress; and,

5) Assessments that measure student understanding of the key concepts or practices and can track their developmental progress over time.

Learning progressions in science are empirically-grounded and testable hypotheses about how students' understanding of, and ability to use, core scientific concepts and explanations and related scientific practices grow and become more sophisticated over time, with appropriate instruction (NRC, 2007). These hypotheses describe the pathways students are likely to follow to the mastery of core concepts. They are based on research about how students' learning actually progresses—as opposed to selecting sequences of topics and learning experiences based only on logical analysis of current disciplinary knowledge and on personal experiences in teaching. These hypotheses are then tested empirically to ensure their construct validity (Does the hypothesized sequence describe a path most students actually experience given appropriate instruction?) and ultimately to assess their consequential validity (Does instruction based on the learning progression produce better results for most students?). If this work is pursued vigorously and rigorously, the end result should be a solid body of evidence about what most students are capable of achieving in school and about the particular sequence(s) of learning experiences that would lead to proficiency on the part of most students. However, it is not assumed that there is likely to be one best progression or pathway. The number and nature of productive pathways are treated as empirical questions likely to be influenced by variations in instruction and by future design and experimentation.

So what does a learning progression look like? Later we will take a detailed look at some learning progressions, but for the moment, we offer the reader a general description that builds on the one used by Smith and colleagues (2006), and subsequently by the National Research Council (NRC) K–8 Science Committee in their report, Taking Science to School (NRC, 2007). According to those experienced with their development, learning progressions have five essential components:

1) Learning targets or clear end points that are defined by societal aspirations and analysis of the central concepts and themes in a discipline;

2) Progress variables that identify the critical dimensions of understanding and skill that are being developed over time;

3) Levels of achievement or stages of progress that define significant intermediate steps in conceptual/skill development that most children might be expected to pass through on the path to attaining the desired proficiency;

4) Learning performances which are the operational definitions of what children's understanding and skills would look like at each of these stages of progress, and which provide the specifications for the development of assessments and activities which would locate where students are in their progress; and,

5) Assessments that measure student understanding of the key concepts or practices and can track their developmental progress over time.

Learning progressions in science are empirically-grounded and testable hypotheses about how students' understanding of, and ability to use, core scientific concepts and explanations and related scientific practices grow and become more sophisticated over time, with appropriate instruction (NRC, 2007). These hypotheses describe the pathways students are likely to follow to the mastery of core concepts. They are based on research about how students' learning actually progresses—as opposed to selecting sequences of topics and learning experiences based only on logical analysis of current disciplinary knowledge and on personal experiences in teaching. These hypotheses are then tested empirically to ensure their construct validity (Does the hypothesized sequence describe a path most students actually experience given appropriate instruction?) and ultimately to assess their consequential validity (Does instruction based on the learning progression produce better results for most students?). If this work is pursued vigorously and rigorously, the end result should be a solid body of evidence about what most students are capable of achieving in school and about the particular sequence(s) of learning experiences that would lead to proficiency on the part of most students. However, it is not assumed that there is likely to be one best progression or pathway. The number and nature of productive pathways are treated as empirical questions likely to be influenced by variations in instruction and by future design and experimentation.

So what does a learning progression look like? Later we will take a detailed look at some learning progressions, but for the moment, we offer the reader a general description that builds on the one used by Smith and colleagues (2006), and subsequently by the National Research Council (NRC) K–8 Science Committee in their report, Taking Science to School (NRC, 2007). According to those experienced with their development, learning progressions have five essential components:

1) Learning targets or clear end points that are defined by societal aspirations and analysis of the central concepts and themes in a discipline;

2) Progress variables that identify the critical dimensions of understanding and skill that are being developed over time;

3) Levels of achievement or stages of progress that define significant intermediate steps in conceptual/skill development that most children might be expected to pass through on the path to attaining the desired proficiency;

4) Learning performances which are the operational definitions of what children's understanding and skills would look like at each of these stages of progress, and which provide the specifications for the development of assessments and activities which would locate where students are in their progress; and,

5) Assessments that measure student understanding of the key concepts or practices and can track their developmental progress over time.
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While all members of our Science panel agreed these were essential features of learning progressions, some argued that other features—such as specifying the kinds of instruction and professional development necessary to support the progression—were also essential. While there was no consensus that such features are essential to beginning to define a learning progression, we believe this kind of specification is ultimately necessary to validate them and make them useful. To interpret and use a learning progression, you need to consider the kinds of instruction that the students whose performances were studied had received. There is an interaction between students' development and the kinds of instruction they receive, and the developmental pathways described by a learning progression that can only be used with confidence with students who are receiving instruction similar to that received by the students who were studied to build the progression. To make this point in a different way, the character of the instruction provided can affect the developmental pathway that most children follow. If a learning progression is based on evidence drawn from students who are all receiving instruction of a particular type, then it may be less generalizable than one based on evidence drawn from studies of children receiving different forms of instruction.

How do these tools differ from other approaches to defining the vertical structure of the public school curriculum such as scope and sequence documents or curriculum frameworks? And why would learning progressions be any more useful for curriculum developers and teachers? Two fundamental differences between learning progressions and these other approaches have to do with how the tools are developed and how they are legitimated. Learning progressions are often initially based on “systematic” examinations of the relevant theory and research about how students learn a particular concept or topic. What do we know about the typical student’s entering understandings, misunderstandings and misperceptions? What do we know about the struggles students have with a particular concept? What have we learned about the steps students typically go through? Theory and research findings should guide the development of the hypothesis rather than conventional wisdom or consensus processes. So the first difference is that learning progressions rest on empirical evidence. Learning progressions also differ from other approaches to defining the most appropriate sequence of topics to be studied in how they are legitimated. Scope and sequence documents and curriculum frameworks are legitimated by the authority of experts, professional bodies, and government agencies. Learning progressions are legitimated by evidence gathered through testing, and they can be falsified. They should be tested in the field to see if in fact, most students do follow the predicted pathways when they receive the appropriate instruction and they should be altered and refined based on this evidence. Studies also can be conducted to see if students receiving instruction based on the progressions are more likely to master the target concepts than in the case with students experiencing conventional instruction. Learning progressions provide a solid foundation for developing curriculum and assessments because they are empirically grounded, and they provide a basis for an iterative process of research and development that would improve curriculum and assessment over time.

Learning Progressions in Science: An Evidence-based Approach to Reform

While all members of our Science panel agreed these were essential features of learning progressions, some argued that other features—such as specifying the kinds of instruction and professional development necessary to support the progression—were also essential. While there was no consensus that such features are essential to beginning to define a learning progression, we believe this kind of specification is ultimately necessary to validate them and make them useful. To interpret and use a learning progression, you need to consider the kinds of instruction that the students whose performances were studied had received. There is an interaction between students' development and the kinds of instruction they receive, and the developmental pathways described by a learning progression that can only be used with confidence with students who are receiving instruction similar to that received by the students who were studied to build the progression. To make this point in a different way, the character of the instruction provided can affect the developmental pathway that most children follow. If a learning progression is based on evidence drawn from students who are all receiving instruction of a particular type, then it may be less generalizable than one based on evidence drawn from studies of children receiving different forms of instruction.

How do these tools differ from other approaches to defining the vertical structure of the public school curriculum such as scope and sequence documents or curriculum frameworks? And why would learning progressions be any more useful for curriculum developers and teachers? Two fundamental differences between learning progressions and these other approaches have to do with how the tools are developed and how they are legitimated. Learning progressions are often initially based on “systematic” examinations of the relevant theory and research about how students learn a particular concept or topic. What do we know about the typical student's entering understandings, misunderstandings and misperceptions? What do we know about the struggles students have with a particular concept? What have we learned about the steps students typically go through? Theory and research findings should guide the development of the hypothesis rather than conventional wisdom or consensus processes. So the first difference is that learning progressions rest on empirical evidence. Learning progressions also differ from other approaches to defining the most appropriate sequence of topics to be studied in how they are legitimated. Scope and sequence documents and curriculum frameworks are legitimated by the authority of experts, professional bodies, and government agencies. Learning progressions are legitimated by evidence gathered through testing, and they can be falsified. They should be tested in the field to see if in fact, most students do follow the predicted pathways when they receive the appropriate instruction and they should be altered and refined based on this evidence. Studies also can be conducted to see if students receiving instruction based on the progressions are more likely to master the target concepts than in the case with students experiencing conventional instruction. Learning progressions provide a solid foundation for developing curriculum and assessments because they are empirically grounded, and they provide a basis for an iterative process of research and development that would improve curriculum and assessment over time.
The Potential Benefits of Learning Progressions

Science education researchers, learning scientists, assessment developers, teacher educators, and curriculum developers are interested in the development of learning progressions, and many believe that learning progressions can lead to development of more focused standards, better designed curricula, better assessments, and ultimately more effective instruction and improved student learning of science. They believe that standards and curricula based on learning progressions would be more parsimonious and better aligned vertically because learning progressions would provide clear pathways for development over time of more sophisticated understanding of the core concepts and practices in science.

Improved Standards and Curriculum

Can learning progressions help us develop new standards that would be more usable and more realistic? Let’s first consider how learning progressions and standards differ. Standards define common content and performance expectations for all students in particular grades or age groups. They are derived from analysis of the structure of the core school disciplines and from efforts to reach consensus about societal goals. The content expectations tend to be aspirational, and the expected performance levels tend to be a negotiated balance between the desire to be rigorous and challenging and the need to be realistic in terms of likely failure rates on the assessments used to measure performance. In contrast, learning progressions represent hypotheses about how students’ understanding actually develops given particular instructional experiences, and they can be tested and validated against further empirical observations of the order and rate in which students’ understanding and skill do in fact develop given similar instruction. They also can be modified by evidence on what happens when instruction varies. Instead of making assumptions about what should happen, they focus on what does happen, given variation among students and their instructional opportunities.

While the state standards required by No Child Left Behind (NCLB) assume that all students should cover the same content in roughly the same time periods, and meet or exceed the same proficiency expectations at roughly the same time, learning progressions are open to the finding that students’ rates of progress along the hypothesized pathways can vary. In this sense, learning progressions are consistent with the original conception of standards-based reform (Smith & O'Day, 1991) which held that the same levels of proficiency should be set for all students, but that the time and resources needed for them to attain those levels would likely vary. Current NCLB policy holds that by 2014 essentially all students should be expected at least to reach proficiency levels at the same times, grade by grade.
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Standards tend to assume that the ultimate performance targets can be broken down logically—deductively—into chunks of earlier and later knowledge and skill that students should master in order and which then will add up to achievement of the desired proficiency. In contrast, learning progressions are based on empirical studies of how student thinking about a concept and/or mastery of a practice actually develops, with specified instruction. The levels of achievement in a progression represent the levels of development that student thinking typically goes through on the path to the desired understanding and skill. In progressions the earlier levels may reflect mistaken or imperfect understandings of the target concepts that have to be revisited or abandoned before the student can move on, rather than, as standards seem often to conceive of them, correct but incomplete understandings that simply have to be supplemented to reach full understanding. For example, for a younger child “having weight” means “feels heavy—affects me by pushing/pulling on my hand.” Later in a progression, students will come to understand that having weight (or by then, perhaps, “mass”) means having some amount of matter that pushes on things, or resists being pushed, whether or not it is detectable “by me” (Wiser, et al., 2009). The student’s concept of weight undergoes a reconceptualization rather than a simple additive modification (and that shift will be more meaningful to the student if it is mediated and motivated by concrete experiences with observation and measurement).

At this point in the development of thinking about progressions the language used to describe the levels of achievement or stages of progress that constitute steps in a progression is as precise as we might hope it will become, particularly when we are trying to talk about levels as a general feature of progressions rather than about the specific evidence found for the levels in a particular progression. But the hope is that these milestones would represent something more than just getting right answers to a few more test questions. This hope stems from a structural view of cognitive development which suggests that the development of student thinking may not be purely incremental but may proceed as a series of increasingly complex schemes for organizing understanding of the world which may be rather stable for periods of time, but which eventually are modified or even broken down and rebuilt to take account of new evidence and new perceptions (including, of course, new inputs from instruction). The developers of learning progressions try to identify a limited set of these relatively more stable, even if still temporary, consolidations of students’ thinking that most students are likely to experience in roughly the same order, and they seek to characterize the other, perhaps more diverse or less ordered, sets of experiences, perceptions, and partial understandings that underlie and are incorporated into these consolidations, as well as those that eventually lead to re-consolidations at later levels.

The proponents of learning progressions clearly are focused on teaching and learning—they assume that getting to the overall goals of schooling involves a journey, and they are concerned with providing maps that would enable teachers and students to tell where students are in that journey, not just in order to see whether they have arrived or fallen short, but rather to help them see where to go next or what has been missed. Progressions are aimed at producing a connected view of the development of students’ thinking and skills, drawing a picture of the ways in which students place particular facts and concepts into a more general conception of how those facts and concepts are related, so as to support an understanding of how some aspect of their world works, however rudimentary that understanding may be in the earlier stages of their learning.
Currently most state standards have a somewhat different focus and structure. Most significantly, they tend to be framed in terms of the desired outcomes of learning without specifying much about how those outcomes might come about or what time periods might be required for mastery by students who enter with different levels of understanding and skill—they focus on the products of students’ thinking rather on the ways that thinking develops over time. State content standards try to specify what teachers should teach, performance standards specify how much or how well students should learn these things. They provide very little specification about how instruction mediates between the presentation of content and student outcomes. As a result, standards provide little guidance for teachers about what they should do to ensure that students meet or exceed the standards. Also, because the standards are often a negotiated list resulting from the experience, preferences, and influence of adult stakeholders and are seldom rooted in direct evidence of whether most children can learn everything expected within the time and resources schools provide, they often include many more topics at each grade than it is reasonable to think teachers and students can address at anything more than a superficial level. This provides teachers with considerable incentive to favor coverage over depth of treatment.

There is an obvious tension between thinking about the growth of students’ learning as developers of learning progressions do and the way that writers of the current standards have been doing. Learning progressions certainly address the order in which students are likely to learn things, but they do not necessarily specify the ages at which particular milestones should, or are likely to, be reached. Under NCLB the state standards define grade-level proficiency standards that essentially all students are expected to reach or exceed in their grade level cohorts by the year 2014. While the empirical data collected from research on learning progressions might provide evidence that most students would reach particular milestones by a given grade, they also may show that students differ widely in their rates of progress even though they may move through the stages of progress in more or less the same order. In fact, the empirical evidence assembled so far indicates that at any given grade the range of the students’ positions on any given progression varies widely. One of the main points of focusing on progressions is to provide teachers with a conceptual structure that will inform and support their ability to respond appropriately to evidence of their students’ differing stages of progress by adapting their instruction to what each student needs in order to stay on track and make progress toward the ultimate learning goals.

We recognize that the setting of grade-level proficiency standards for all students is designed to avoid “the soft bigotry of low expectations” for traditionally low performing or disadvantaged students and that some will see a danger in an approach that recognizes, and accepts, that students’ performance levels are likely in fact to range quite widely at any given time. They may fear that this would lead schools to accept a low expectations kind of tracking for low performing students. We think this danger can be avoided and that in fact progressions can offer a much more realistic and effective way of setting high standards for all students. Far from encouraging holding low expectations for some students, learning progressions, because they define a common path or typical paths and a set of identifiable performance levels for the development of knowledge and skill in core school subject areas, afford the possibility of defining standards by choosing which of the performance levels should be deemed adequate for the kind of functioning that should be expected of, say, a high school graduate.
In addition, the empirical work necessary to justify that a hypothetical learning progression provides an adequate description of the ways in which students’ understanding and skill grow over time should also in the long run provide evidence of the kinds of instruction and experience that are associated with enabling students to move along the progression and the rates at which they can do that, given their starting points. "Adequate (yearly) progress" toward that standard could be defined meaningfully in terms of identifiable movement along the progression’s performance levels. "Adequacy" could be defined in at least in part empirically through studies of the amount of progress needed to ensure that an at-risk student located at an earlier performance level would reach the desired overall proficiency goals by the end of secondary school or by an empirically justified extension of that time. That amount or rate of progress in turn could be associated with empirical evidence about the levels of resources and pedagogical approaches that have enabled students who were at similar initial levels for a given age and grade to make progress at that rate. Furthermore, studies of learning progressions using alternative or innovative instructional regimes could be conducted to determine if they affected the rate or nature of student development, and, if they produced better results, the ultimate target could be raised with less concern that it would result in higher rates of failure. In this manner, research associated with learning progressions could result in higher standards that still would be fair for students and schools. There is currently little or no empirical justification supporting policy assertions about when schools should be successful in enabling all students to meet proficiency standards.

So standards could be set at realistically high levels and be empirically justified for most students while recognizing that, within reasonable limits, time and resources might have to vary to enable them to reach those standards. This would contrast with the current situation in which it seems that if students are to reach common grade level and graduation standards in common amounts of time and with similar resources, the standards have to be watered down to workable levels, but ones that probably are inadequate when judged by the demands of the world beyond school. Progressions offer the promise that standards based on them would be more transparent and harder to water down, since proficiency and making every effort to learn how to enable them to reach the desired levels. Accountability should not punish schools and teachers for failing to do what we assume students should do, but it should hold them responsible for knowing where their students are, for doing the best we know how to do, and for joining in the effort to learn how to do better.

As this might affect accountability, if the evidence shows that most students can reach or exceed the level of the progression(s) judged to be adequate, having had specified kinds of instructional resources and time of the sort that schools might reasonably be expected to have at their disposal, then it is reasonable to hold both schools and students accountable for most students’ reaching those levels. If the evidence shows that substantial numbers of students do not reach those levels within the time and with the instructional resources reasonably expected to be available, but that with identifiable adaptations of instruction and extensions of time, either within the normal school days and years, or reasonable extensions of years in school (or time after school), many more or almost all students can reach the desired levels, there would be an empirical justification for holding the same high expectations for all students and for holding schools and communities accountable for delivering the required and reasonable additional instructional resources and time. If the evidence shows that for some set of students, given their starting points and rates of progress, there is no known set of instructional approaches that enable them to reach the desired levels of the progression within the reasonably available time, then that suggests that the system needs to search for approaches that will do better and that in the interim the expectations for students should be that they progress as far as possible along the same progression as expected for all students and that the system should be held accountable for tracking students’ progress and making every effort to learn how to enable them to reach the desired levels. Accountability should not punish schools and teachers for failing to do what we assume students should do, but it should hold them responsible for knowing where their students are, for doing the best we know how to do, and for joining in the effort to learn how to do better.
would be referenced to identifiable and understandable levels in the progressions and could be clearly compared with descriptions of the levels above and below them. Students who had not reached or exceeded proficiency could be characterized in terms of the levels they had reached, rather than described simply as being at “basic” or “below basic” levels. The clarity of the descriptions of the levels in learning progressions and the learning performances associated with them would also offer the possibility of gathering much stronger empirical evidence of what students who had reached a given level would be able to do in terms of applying their knowledge and skill to real world problems or to further learning. This again would provide a contrast with the obscurity of current standards’ proficiency levels and the lack of evidence that students who, say, just meet proficiency standards on current state assessments would be seen by competent observers to be proficient in any real world sense.

A progressions approach also suggests a way to deal with another of the problems with our current approach to setting standards. This problem stems from the fact that standards often define grade-level expectations in terms of the content to be taught. But that means that teachers are faced with a situation in which they are expected to teach the same concepts and facts to all of their students, even while they recognize that their students will differ quite widely in the ways in which they can reason with and argue about those concepts and facts. The performance standards associated with this content, and the assessments associated with them, tend to confound knowledge of facts and vocabulary with scientific practices in ways that make it difficult to know exactly what is being assessed or how to respond constructively to students’ results to help them improve. By treating the development of concepts and practices as analytically distinguishable, but intertwined, pathways (each of them being what we will define below as “progress variables”), progressions can make this tension explicit and provide a basis for describing and assessing the empirically-observable combinations of concepts and practices that actually show up in students’ understanding and in their work.

In practice this might mean that a teacher covering a particular topic in a grade would be able to see that some of her children were thinking about that topic in ways characteristic of “earlier” consolidations of the related content and practices progressions. If students were not able to show progress on practices in the context of that particular topic while she was teaching it, having the issue clearly identified in terms of the parallel progressions could make it possible for the teacher to help the students to focus on those practices in the context of their work with subsequent topics or content. The point is that the progressions can make the interactions between content and practices explicit in a way that current standards and assessments often do not, and this in turn provides direction for more effective instructional responses. We also would observe that the fact that progressions can make these distinctions explicit provides a much firmer grounding for thinking about skills (as in “Twenty-First Century Skills”) in ways that are instructionally relevant, rather than thinking of them as things that can somehow be taught in their own right, independent of particular content.

Improved Curricula

When it comes to curriculum, our main point is that everything we have just said above argues that learning progressions could provide much more useful frameworks for devising specific curricula than are provided by current standards documents. To repeat—that is because progressions would be rooted in evidence gathered from real
students in the course of instruction with real teachers, and provide descriptions of students’ progress in that specify the particular instructional approaches, or the range of approaches, that were associated with the described progress. Because they would be grounded and tested in real teaching and learning situations, they also hold the promise of providing more realistic pictures of the kinds of progress or growth students are likely to be able to show within the time and particular resource constraints available to schools and teachers. They could support realistic and parsimonious planning for what would be required to meet the needs of a given student population, and help to guide the development of fairer and more realistic accountability provisions for schools, teachers, and students. If learning progressions were derived from and tested against evidence of the association between the kinds of progress students make and the kinds of instruction they have experienced, as we are suggesting they should be, then they could provide a basis for specifying “curriculum frameworks” for determining what, and in what order and intensity, specific content and skills should be taught. They also would provide a basis for designing “instructional regimes” that would specify ways of responding pedagogically to individual students’ or groups of students’ particular stages of progress and learning problems. In this case we would be tempted to argue that we would not need a separate superstructure of “standards” at all—except for the function of identifying within the progressions or frameworks the levels that substantially all children would eventually be expected to reach.

**Improved Assessments**

Designing and validating assessment instruments focused on the identified levels of progress is part of the process of developing a learning progression. Developers of learning progressions specify learning performance indicators that exemplify how students are likely to think and what they are likely to know, understand, and be able to do (along with their likely misunderstandings as well) at particular points along the progression. These performances encompass levels of understanding and use for both conceptual knowledge and scientific practices that generate that knowledge—practices such as designing investigations, constructing models, critiquing explanations, making scientific arguments, or applying scientific concepts to non-standard problems. These learning performance indicators operationally define the levels of increased understanding and application that most students are likely to pass through on the path to achieving the learning target at the top of the learning progression. Testing the construct validity of learning progressions requires that assessments be designed to report validly on students’ levels of progress in terms of the student performances associated with these learning performance indicators.

This requirement to discriminate reliably and validly between levels of performance rather than to discriminate among students—or to order them somehow—represents a subtle but quite fundamental shift in the purpose of assessment. Development of learning progressions requires extensive dialogue among science educators, learning scientists, and measurement specialists and should bring these communities together to develop more aligned curricula and assessment. In fact, in several of the cases we examined, assessment experts are working closely with science educators and learning scientists to design assessments that measure different levels of student understanding of specific science content. These assessments are intended to measure use of scientific practices (such as providing explanations or models or designing experiments to test them) as well as understanding of core concepts (such as the conservation of matter, or buoyancy) and therefore define in explicit terms how students at each level will express their performance and understanding.
knowledge and skill. The learning performances defined in the progressions typically would require students to engage in more complex tasks and provide teachers with richer insights into student thinking than the assessment items typically used in state assessments.

Most importantly for the development of better assessments, learning progressions characterize how student performances change over time and describe how thinking will develop over time relative to specific starting and ending points. Thus the assessments based on a progression should provide more useful information than conventional standardized norm-referenced tests do about student progress toward specific learning goals. The assessments derived from learning progressions are likely to provide information that is more easily interpreted by teachers and potentially allow them make better informed and more precise decisions about student needs and how to respond to them instructionaly.

Improved Instruction

Having a clear conception of the likely stages of students’ progress ought in itself to be useful in guiding teachers on their instructional goals and choices, particularly as those would be reinforced by curricula and assessments informed by progressions. But the evidence generated during the development and testing of the hypothetical learning progressions concerning how they are influenced by instructional choices and experiences should provide even more direct support for teachers’ choices about what to do when they see evidence of how their students are progressing and what particular difficulties they are facing. The empirical investigations that are required to inform the development of progressions and to confirm their usefulness also should provide the grounding for the pedagogical content knowledge that teachers need to guide their instructional choices. Teachers’ acquisition of that knowledge could of course be facilitated through participation in pre-service education or professional development experiences that would be informed by, and designed in accordance with, the research that supports the development and ongoing validation of the progressions.

The development of learning progressions in science and the gathering of evidence to support them is still at an early stage, and there is much to be learned about their value as guides to development of curricula, assessments, and instructional tools, as well as about the consequences of their use for improving students’ learning. More learning progressions need to be developed to flesh out a map of progressions for K-12 science. What we have tried to do in this section is to provide a more detailed argument about the ways in which the development, testing, and use of learning progressions could provide the basis for constructing a more coherent and effective instructional system for our schools. CCII hopes that this argument can help to make the case for the kinds of investments that will be required if this potential is to become a reality.
Recent Work on Learning Progressions

Before the term learning progression was coined, developers of assessments were undertaking similar work. The NRC report, Knowing What Students Know (NRC, 2001), explored advances in both cognitive and measurement sciences and made recommendations about educational assessment that were subsequently incorporated into work on learning progressions. For example, the NRC committee recommended that assessments be informed by models of cognition and learning—which should be informed by empirical studies of learners in a domain— and that instruction, curriculum and assessment be aligned. The NRC report notes that if descriptions of how learning develops over time can be obtained, "assessments can be designed to identify current student thinking, likely antecedent understandings, and next steps to move the student toward more sophisticated understandings" (NRC, 2001, p. 182). This was essentially a call for the development of learning progressions. Work along these lines was undertaken by Mark Wilson and his colleagues at the Berkeley Evaluation and Assessment Research (BEAR) Center (Briggs, Alonzo, Schwbah, & Wilson, 2006; Roberts, Wilson, & Draney, 1997) who approached the development of assessments by developing detailed descriptions of how student understanding of specific science content might develop over time. They then measured student progress by focusing on progress variables which they defined as the critical dimensions of knowledge or skill that were being taught.

During the same period, two other research programs were addressing some of the important conceptual elements of learning progressions although they did not initially use the term. Lehrer and Schauble (2000) conducted studies of classroom interventions in elementary classrooms focused on data modeling and model-based reasoning in science. They developed instructional units that engaged first graders in defining and measuring attributes of living organisms (such as mold growth or flower bulb growth), engaged second and third graders in developing representations and describing patterns in data about living organisms (such as the growth of Wisconsin Fast Plants), and then engaged fourth and fifth graders in conducting experiments and exploring qualities of resulting distributions in living systems. As a result of these carefully scaffolded instructional experiences, they found that third- and fifth-grade students developed more sophisticated reasoning about living organisms and could engage in scientific inquiry at higher levels of sophistication than typical elementary students. After experiencing these carefully scaffolded instructional experiences, students were able to ask more sophisticated questions and developed more sophisticated means of measuring and analyzing data than were observed among students in traditional programs of study (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000).

A second program of study by Schmidt and colleagues examined the relationship between the content and structure of curricula and student achievement in a dataset collected as part of the TIMSS international science assessment. Valverde and Schmidt’s (1997) study concluded that countries performing well on TIMSS, such as Singapore, had more sophisticated reasoning about living organisms and could engage in scientific inquiry at higher levels of sophistication than typical elementary students. After experiencing these carefully scaffolded instructional experiences, students were able to ask more sophisticated questions and developed more sophisticated means of measuring and analyzing data than were observed among students in traditional programs of study (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000).

A second program of study by Schmidt and colleagues examined the relationship between the content and structure of curricula and student achievement in a dataset collected as part of the TIMSS international science assessment. Valverde and Schmidt’s (1997) study concluded that countries performing well on TIMSS, such as Singapore, had more sophisticated reasoning about living organisms and could engage in scientific inquiry at higher levels of sophistication than typical elementary students. After experiencing these carefully scaffolded instructional experiences, students were able to ask more sophisticated questions and developed more sophisticated means of measuring and analyzing data than were observed among students in traditional programs of study (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000).
focused and coherent K–12 science curricula. Their curricula had fewer topics, less repetition of the same ideas, more careful articulation of topics across the grades, and more connections among topics to allow students to build more sophisticated understandings. In contrast, U.S. curricula typically covered more topics, at more superficial levels, repeated topics more frequently across grades, and the sequence of topics often lacked a logical structure that would allow students to continue to work on and develop ideas across their primary and secondary school careers.

The term learning progressions, in the context of science education, first received attention in a 2005 NRC report on the design of science achievement tests for grades K–12. This committee called for better coherence and alignment among assessments, curriculum, and instruction, and mentioned learning progressions as potential tools for achieving the kind of alignment that was needed. To test and promote this idea, the NRC panel asked two committees of education researchers to develop sample learning progressions to demonstrate their feasibility and potential value. One committee developed a learning progression for the atomic molecular theory of matter, and the other developed one for the theory of evolution (Smith et al., 2004; Catley et al., 2005). In a subsequent article, Smith and her colleagues (2006) defined learning progressions as sequences of successively more complex ways of thinking about core ideas. They constructed progressions by defining the successive levels of increased sophistication in thinking that students might be expected to demonstrate as they learn about matter in school (Smith et al., 2006). Each of the two committees submitted a concrete example of a learning progression, and tried to demonstrate how they might be used to influence the development of better aligned assessments, curriculum and instruction. Their efforts stimulated further work on the development of learning progressions in science.

The learning progression on the atomic molecular theory of matter covered a large grade span (i.e., K–8), and illustrated how standards, curriculum, instruction, and assessment across a significant portion of schooling could be informed by this kind of tool. Smith et al. (2006) pointed that three big ideas from chemistry were central to understanding the nature and behavior of matter and that students should develop increasingly more sophisticated understanding of these three ideas across the grades. The three central ideas were:

- the notion that all objects are constituted of matter, which exists in different material kinds, and that objects have properties that can be measured and depend on the kind of matter present;
- the notion that matter can be transformed, but never created or destroyed; and,
- the notion that we can learn about the world through measurement, modeling, and argumentation.

Note that two of these big ideas refer to scientific concepts while the other refers to processes or practices within science. These three ideas were then broken down into smaller components, or sub-ideas, that operationally defined their meaning. In total eight component ideas were identified. This focus on eight sub-ideas stands in stark contrast to the dozens of statements about matter included in most state and national standards which define expectations about what students should learn as they move through elementary and middle school. The eight key sub-ideas identified by Smith and her colleagues were drawn from research on how students learn concepts related to matter as well as from examination of the national standards in science, whose authors had identified the fundamental science concepts and principles by examining each discipline of science.
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Note that two of these big ideas refer to scientific concepts while the other refers to processes or practices within science. These three ideas were then broken down into smaller components, or sub-ideas, that operationally defined their meaning. In total eight component ideas were identified. This focus on eight sub-ideas stands in stark contrast to the dozens of statements about matter included in most state and national standards which define expectations about what students should learn as they move through elementary and middle school. The eight key sub-ideas identified by Smith and her colleagues were drawn from research on how students learn concepts related to matter as well as from examination of the national standards in science, whose authors had identified the fundamental science concepts and principles by examining each discipline of science.
Smith and her colleagues argued that these three core ideas and eight sub-ideas were broad enough and fundamental enough that students could begin to learn them in early elementary grades and continue to develop increasingly sophisticated ways of thinking about them as they moved from kindergarten to eighth grade. The sub-idea that mass and weight are conserved across a broad range of transformations can be used to illustrate this point. For this sub-idea, Smith and colleagues (2006) proposed that:

- at the K–2 grade level students should understand transformations (such as reshaping and breaking into smaller pieces) where the amount of stuff and weight are conserved despite the apparent physical changes;
- at the 3–5 grade level students should understand that matter continues to exist when broken into pieces too tiny to be visible and that mass and weight are conserved across a broad range of transformations (e.g., melting, freezing, and dissolving); and,
- finally at the 6–8 grade level, students should understand that mass and weight are conserved across chemical changes, dissolving, phase change and thermal expansions (this level of thinking corresponds to a science standard described in documents such as the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) and the Benchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS, 1993)).

Given such a curriculum, student thinking would be expected to become more sophisticated over time, there would be a high degree of coherence across the grade levels, and while new ideas built off of previous learning, there would be little repetition of exactly the same ideas. However, the authors did not indicate what kinds of learning experiences would be needed for students to move from one level to the next. In this example, student thinking shifts from the concrete and observable to more abstract and invisible concepts that rely on modeling. The progressive development of the other seven sub-ideas is described in similar fashion.

Smith and her colleagues (2006) specified the learning performances that describe how students’ understanding of the big ideas should be demonstrated. These were a combination of content standards (e.g., the aforementioned big ideas) and scientific practices shown to be beneficial to developing deeper and more complex understandings (e.g., taking measurements; constructing arguments using evidence, analyzing data, making predictions, critiquing and revising explanations and models, etc). It should be noted that in this progression, as in others, some scientific practices are identified as big ideas (e.g., as progress variables in their own right, but they also show up as a component of the learning performances that typify the levels in the content progress variables). Practices are seen as being crucial contributors to deepening students’ understanding of content, and this entanglement of practices and concepts seems to be an inescapable aspect of the development of full scientific understanding (Krajick et al., 2008). Treating practices as progress variables seems to be a useful abstraction, and it certainly ought to help to focus the attention of teachers and researchers on the role they also play in the performances and assessments used to track conceptual development.

The learning performances specify in cognitive terms exactly how students at a particular stage of progress (or achievement level) would be able to demonstrate and show their understanding of the concepts about matter in the classroom. For instance, one learning performance for grades 3–5 recommends that students predict and explain what happens to the weight of an ice cube during melting.

Smith and her colleagues argued that these three core ideas and eight sub-ideas were broad enough and fundamental enough that students could begin to learn them in early elementary grades and continue to develop increasingly sophisticated ways of thinking about them as they moved from kindergarten to eighth grade. The sub-idea that mass and weight are conserved across a broad range of transformations can be used to illustrate this point. For this sub-idea, Smith and colleagues (2006) proposed that:
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It is worth noting that the development of this learning progression was heavily influenced by a review of research on how students learn about matter which included studies of students’ naïve conceptions of matter. For example, researchers have found that young students have difficulty with the notion that gases have mass and volume, and often believe gases are weightless. The developers of the learning progression also drew on findings from research on instructional interventions that supported reasoning about matter such as interventions that had engaged students in argumentation and explanations of chemical phenomena based on evidence, or interventions that engaged students in using and critiquing models of chemical phenomena.

In summary, Smith and her colleagues (2006) generated a learning progression that specified in great detail what students could learn about matter, given adequate instruction, and in what sequence, across the grades of kindergarten to eighth. They also suggested, through the specification of learning performances, the types of tasks students might engage in to demonstrate their understanding of matter at different ages. Furthermore, these learning performances provided the basis for developing and validating assessments that could be used to assist student understanding of matter. If used in classrooms, validated assessments would provide teachers with research-based diagnostic instruments that could inform them about how students were thinking about matter and whether their thinking was consistent or inconsistent with what should be expected at that point in the developmental sequence.

The second learning progression commissioned by the NRC was developed by Catley, Lehrer, and Reiser (2005), and covered evolution. It is similar in design, it focuses on a few central concepts or ideas, specifies learning performances that combine scientific practices with important concepts, and includes assessments linked to the learning performances. The researchers who developed this learning progression found there was little research related to young children’s understandings of evolution, however, they found considerable research on children’s understanding of biology more generally, and about organisms, in particular, along with a growing body of research on how young students reason about variability and distribution (believed to be a key component in student thinking about changing populations). Therefore, the development of this progression began with logical conjectures drawn from this body of research about how students might develop more sophisticated understanding of evolution. Researchers are conducting studies to gather the empirical evidence needed to test and refine the progression.

These two papers provided concrete examples of what learning progressions in science might look like, and the one on matter was used as an example of a well-designed learning progression in the subsequent 2007 NRC report on K–8 learning in science, Taking Science to School. This NRC report emphasized the potential value of learning progressions, highlighted them as an important tool for developing more coherent science standards, assessments, curriculum, and instruction, and generated increased interest in their development. NSF funded a set of research projects to develop learning progressions following the 2005 NRC report and has continued to fund research on learning progressions since that time. NSF has recognized the potential value of learning progressions; and, in addition to funding their development, they have supported meetings of researchers to discuss them and to build increased capacity for their development. These activities have increased awareness of learning progressions and stimulated further interest in their development and use. When CCIR launched its meetings about science learning
progressions in May of 2008, NSF had funded 10 projects, and individuals from half of these projects participated in the panel meetings. Researchers on the panel who were funded by NSF included: Joseph Krajcik, Mark Wilson, Brian Reiser, Andy Anderson, Leona Schauble, Richard Lehrer, Amelia Gotwals, Alicia Alonzo, and Ravit Duncan (see a full list of attendees in Appendix A). By December 2008, NSF had awarded at least 15 grants to different groups to develop or study learning progressions in K–12 science.
Where Does the Work Stand?

In the process of preparing for the panel meetings and developing this report, CCII staff gathered information on learning progressions in science that either had been completed or were under development. Table 1 in Appendix B lists all of the learning progressions projects that were identified by CCII staff, and identifies the topics covered, who developed them, the specific ideas and/or practices addressed, their grade spans, the stage of their development, and their purpose. This table provides a quick overview of the work done on learning progressions in science. The list is probably not complete as there is undoubtedly work underway that was not identified by talking to the CCII panel members or examining lists of grant awards. Many of the learning progressions on this list were reviewed and discussed at the science panel meetings hosted by CCII.

Examination of these learning progressions and others reveals some similarities and differences. First, the similarities; all or almost all of the learning progressions listed in Table 1:

**Similarities**

- address fundamental concepts or practices (e.g. atomic molecular theory, carbon cycling, evolution, constructing models, constructing explanations). A fundamental concept or principle within a scientific discipline is one that explains a wide range of natural phenomena and serves as an important building block for developing other scientific knowledge. Focusing on fundamental concepts would allow the paring down of the existing standards and curricula, and give teachers more time to work with students to build deeper, and more integrated understanding of these core concepts because they would have fewer standards to cover.

- describe the development of increased sophistication in students’ understanding and thinking. The developers focus on how students develop more sophisticated ways of thinking about fundamental concepts over time and have identified levels or plateaus in their development which they define with specific performances or achievement levels.3 These changes in student thinking may foreground the development of conceptual knowledge or the development of scientific practices, although most of the developers contend they are studying student thinking in contexts where content and practices are closely connected.

---

3Some contend that learning is continuous, and that developers of learning progressions attempt to artificially segment the continuum for measurement purposes. This is an empirical question, and perhaps less important than it seems because the organization of school calendars requires segmentation as well.
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The review by the CCII Panel also revealed some striking differences in the existing portfolio of learning progressions in science such as:

**Differences**

- The grain-size and scope of the content and practices covered. The concepts vary in their importance and breadth. For example, some developers describe changes in student thinking about topics as broad as carbon cycling or molecular biology. Some focus on narrow topics such as buoyancy. The level of detail provided about the observed changes in student thinking also varies. Some progressions describe broad, general changes in thinking and define as few as four levels; others specify small changes in thinking and include many levels.

- The attention given to science practices. Some foreground the progression of development of student use of practices such as model building, and construction of explanations while others emphasize the development of understanding of scientific concepts.

- The time spans they cover. Most do not cover the entire K–12 grade span. A few cover only a month or two of instruction. Most span just two or three years, some span K–8, and a few span K–12.

- The information that is included. Some include theories of instruction which specify the instructional contexts, activities, tools, representations and forms of argumentation to be used. Some developers also include...
A Close Look at Three Learning Progressions

Tables displaying some of the detail from three learning progressions are presented in Appendix C. One focused on buoyancy developed by Richard Shavelson and his group, the Stanford Education Assessment Lab, and subsequently revised by Kennedy and Wilson; one developed by Smith and colleagues focused on the atomic molecular theory; and, one developed by Mohan and colleagues focused on the carbon cycle in ecological systems. The tables outline how the focal science concepts may become more sophisticated over time. These three progressions illustrate both the potential utility of these tools, and the current variation in the scope, level of detail, and methods used. Here we offer some theories of professional development, which spell out how teachers are to be supported. In contrast, other progressions provide no information about instruction, and provide only a framework for how students’ thinking progresses, along with corresponding assessments that can track students along the progression.

Such variation in approach is typical of new fields of work where there is not yet agreement about the best methods to be used for development or validation. Review of the existing progressions revealed that most of them had not been extensively tested. Validation would increase our confidence in the models of teaching and learning provided by a progression. There also is no track record that would lead to preferences about approaches to development or validation or even a set of criteria for what would be an acceptable learning progressions. The work on progressions in science is in its infancy, and development is an iterative process, in which the progress variables, learning performances, assessments, and levels of achievement are continually being refined and revised.
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Such variation in approach is typical of new fields of work where there is not yet agreement about the best methods to be used for development or validation. Review of the existing progressions revealed that most of them had not been extensively tested. Validation would increase our confidence in the models of teaching and learning provided by a progression. There also is no track record that would lead to preferences about approaches to development or validation or even a set of criteria for what would be an acceptable learning progressions. The work on progressions in science is in its infancy, and development is an iterative process, in which the progress variables, learning performances, assessments, and levels of achievement are continually being refined and revised.
brief commentary on each of these progressions to draw the reader's attention to their distinguishing features.

### Example 1: Buoyancy

Kennedy and Wilson (2007) developed a learning progression consisting of an assessment system aligned tightly to an elementary curriculum on buoyancy. The curriculum unit, consisting of 12 investigations, is a part of the Foundations Approach to Science Teaching (FAST) series in the physical sciences (Pettenger & Young, 1992). This progression highlights many of the features that good progressions possess: it targets an important concept; it describes the ways in which student thinking becomes more sophisticated over time; and, it identifies the misconceptions and productive prior conceptions that students hold en route to a more scientifically acceptable understanding. What is strikingly distinct about this progression is its scope, and this became a subject of debate among the CCII panelists, until the developers made it clear that they had chosen this more manageable scope in order to demonstrate what a full application of the BEAR assessment system to a progression might look like. Buoyancy is a narrow topic, and while it is a concept that allows students to explain a range of phenomena in the natural world, it is a small slice of what students need to know to become scientifically literate. The progression is focused on the study of one concept over a few months. This is in direct contrast to the broader topic of the two other examples described below (and in Appendix C) which focus on the carbon cycle in socio-ecological systems and the atomic molecular theory respectfully. On the other hand, this framework has a
tremendous amount of utility for teachers using the curriculum and helps them understand where their students are in the development of understanding of buoyancy and what is needed to move them to the next step. Its empirical nature and linkage to a specific curriculum allow educators to make informed evaluations of student learning about a specific topic of science.

**Example 2: Atomic Molecular Theory**

This framework was an early attempt by Smith, Wiser, Anderson, and Krajcik (2006) to describe what a learning progression looks like. While it differs in some respects from the more current work, it focuses on a core idea in science—the atomic molecular theory. Atomic molecular theory helps to explain a vast range of phenomena in the natural world that students explore in chemistry, biology, earth science, and physics, therefore it is an important part of the school science curriculum. The progression is focused on a few important ideas, principles, and practices thought to be essential to developing the atomic molecular theory to a higher level of sophistication by the 8th grade (e.g., the notion that matter is conserved; the notion that matter is composed of small particles; and the practice of collecting and analyzing quantitative measurements). This progression also includes hypothesized levels of sophistication (or levels of achievement) at different age bands (K–2, 3–5, 6–8) and it suggests assessments that could be used to examine student thinking and reasoning about matter (e.g., predicting what happens when gas particles in a syringe are compressed and volume inside is decreased; explaining by using written representations of what happens when equal volumes of water mix with equal volumes of alcohol—a counter intuitive case for most students with surprising results for total volume and total mass). These assessments are tightly aligned with the content and learning performances, and could be used to validate the progression. These assessments could serve either formative or summative assessment purposes.

The progression had not gone through a validation process to confirm its framework at the time of its publication. However, teams of researchers are working to validate different parts of the progression separately. Thus, it will be refined and revised through analysis of empirical data on student thinking.

This progression in its original form looked rather like a standards document, although it was organized in a more deliberate fashion. However, the identification of the science ideas, the order in which they are introduced, and the definition of achievement levels was informed by research on student learning about the nature and behavior of matter. In fact, the commissioned paper in which Smith and her colleagues (2004) presented the progression lists the naïve student conceptions identified by researchers that helped to inform the hypothesized progression.

Krajcik and his colleagues (2008) have developed a curriculum that aligns with this progression and are studying how students’ development of the particulate matter model changes over the course of a few years. This type of longitudinal work will be used to revise and refine the progression.
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Example 3: Tracing Carbon in Ecosystems

In this progression developed by Mohan, Chen, and Anderson (2009), the focus is on the flow of organic carbon through socio-ecological systems. The progression describes the development of student thinking about how living systems generate and transform organic carbon through processes such as photosynthesis, digestion and biosynthesis as well as how organic carbon is oxidized by cellular respiration, degradation and decay and by burning in engineered systems (or man-made systems). Discrete levels of sophistication are described.

Like the Smith et al. progression, this work was informed by research on naive understandings of matter and ecological processes as well other research on cognition. But unlike the Smith et al. (2006) progression, it has been heavily influenced by empirical data collected from paper and pencil assessments and clinical interviews. The assessments required students to provide explanations or make predictions (or accounts) for different phenomena related to the transformation of organic carbon.

This example provides a coherent description of the progression of student thinking from elementary to high school about how organic matter is generated, transformed and oxidized. Different levels of student reasoning about the phenomena are described, starting with reasoning that reflects naive thinking and relies on informal cultural models and myth, shifting to reasoning that recognizes some hidden mechanisms; then shifting again to consideration of some mechanism, but the descriptions of the mechanism are limited; and, finally, reaching a level where students begin to use the atomic-molecular model. The research group had hypothesized even higher levels using quantitative reasoning, but they did not observe this level in their sample of students, and thus those levels are not filled in and refined in the progression because they have no empirical data to support them.

In addition to the patterns of thinking, this group identified common errors that characterized reasoning at the different levels in the progression. This progression is supported by empirical data collected by interviewing students at different age levels at the same time, as opposed to tracking individual students across time. This cross-sectional approach differs from how others are validating progressions, but the result is a refined progression spanning many grade levels. The empirical evidence also allows detailed description of student thinking. They also were able to identify progress variables; in this case, the progress variables were plant growth, animal growth, exercise/breathing, decay, and burning. Although not apparent in the table, the group drew the progress variables from analysis of the student data (Anderson, personal communication, February 2008).

Another important feature of this progression is that the students from whom data were collected were not exposed to a specific curriculum, but were representative of students going through the current system. Therefore, this progression is not linked to any specific curriculum or instructional approaches.
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The Panel’s Working Definition

After reviewing many, if not most, of the available learning progressions and discussing their features, the panelists agreed that a working definition was needed if the work was to be cumulative and productive over time. After considerable discussion and debate, a consensus emerged. This definition, we believe, builds upon and elaborates the one provided by Smith and colleagues (2006) and subsequently noted in the 2007 NRC Report on K–8 science learning. The panel’s definition states:

Learning progressions are hypothesized descriptions of the successively more sophisticated ways student thinking about an important domain of knowledge or practice develops as children learn about and investigate that domain over an appropriate span of time. They must contain at least the following elements:

Elements of a Good Learning Progression

Some of the participants on the panel who had not been involved in developing progressions were less clear about what was distinctive about learning progressions and how they differed from more conventional approaches to defining the sequence of topics in the K–12 science curriculum, such as scope and sequence charts, curriculum frameworks, and strand maps. These same sentiments have been expressed at professional conferences when progressions have been discussed. There seems to be some general confusion over what is distinctive about the nature, content, and structure of progressions.

Part of the problem arises from the rather vague and limited definitions of progressions offered in the literature (Smith et al., 2006; NRC, 2007). To some degree, this vagueness has been intentional; some of the early developers preferred a loose definition so as not to constrain their work (Lehrer, Wilson & Schauble, personal communication, spring 2008). However, lack of specificity and clarity raises the risk these new tools will be dismissed as “old wine in new bottles” and permits unacceptable products to be mislabeled as learning progressions. The latter could result in funders and policymakers reaching the conclusion that progressions will add little value to efforts to improve instruction, and that investment in the work will not pay off. The panelists encountered this problem when they attempted to evaluate some of the sample progressions included in a CCSSO commissioned paper by Margaret Heritage (Heritage, 2008). Researchers who had worked on progressions felt some of the examples labeled “learning progressions” did not meet their expectations. This led to a discussion about what their “standards” for a usable progression were. The panelists agreed that progress would be accelerated if developers were clear about what was distinctive about their work, and how progressions differed from other approaches to defining the development of knowledge and skills in a curriculum. The panelists also felt it was important to be clear about how progressions should be developed. Specification of appropriate methods would help others understand how progressions differed from other approaches, and make it clear why they have potential to improve the effectiveness of science teaching and learning.

The Panel’s Working Definition

After reviewing many, if not most, of the available learning progressions and discussing their features, the panelists agreed that a working definition was needed if the work was to be cumulative and productive over time. After considerable discussion and debate, a consensus emerged. This definition, we believe, builds upon and elaborates the one provided by Smith and colleagues (2006) and subsequently noted in the 2007 NRC Report on K–8 science learning. The panel’s definition states:

Learning progressions are hypothesized descriptions of the successively more sophisticated ways student thinking about an important domain of knowledge or practice develops as children learn about and investigate that domain over an appropriate span of time. They must contain at least the following elements:
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In addition, the panelists believe that learning progressions have some other common characteristics:

1) Target performances or learning goals which are the end points of a learning progression and are defined by societal expectations, analysis of the discipline, and/or requirements for entry into the next level of education;

2) Progress variables which are the dimensions of understanding, application, and practice that are being developed and tracked over time. These may be core concepts in the discipline or practices central to scientific work;

3) Levels of achievement that are intermediate steps in the developmental pathway(s) traced by a learning progression. These levels may reflect levels of integration or common stages that characterize the development of student thinking. There may be intermediate steps that are non-canonical but are stepping stones to canonical ideas;

4) Learning performances which are the kinds of tasks students at a particular level of achievement would be capable of performing. They provide specifications for the development of assessments by which students would demonstrate their knowledge and understanding; and,

5) Assessments, which are the specific measures used to track student development along the hypothesized progression. Learning progressions include an approach to assessment, as assessments are integral to their development, validation, and use.

1) Target performances or learning goals which are the end points of a learning progression and are defined by societal expectations, analysis of the discipline, and/or requirements for entry into the next level of education;

2) Progress variables which are the dimensions of understanding, application, and practice that are being developed and tracked over time. These may be core concepts in the discipline or practices central to scientific work;

3) Levels of achievement that are intermediate steps in the developmental pathway(s) traced by a learning progression. These levels may reflect levels of integration or common stages that characterize the development of student thinking. There may be intermediate steps that are non-canonical but are stepping stones to canonical ideas;

4) Learning performances which are the kinds of tasks students at a particular level of achievement would be capable of performing. They provide specifications for the development of assessments by which students would demonstrate their knowledge and understanding; and,

5) Assessments, which are the specific measures used to track student development along the hypothesized progression. Learning progressions include an approach to assessment, as assessments are integral to their development, validation, and use.

In addition, the panelists believe that learning progressions have some other common characteristics:

1) They are based on research in science education and cognitive psychology, etc.;

2) They are focused on foundational and generative disciplinary knowledge and practices;

3) They have internal conceptual coherence along several dimensions. The progress variables capture important dimensions of scientific understanding and practice and the achievement levels represent the successively more sophisticated levels of understanding and practice characterizing the development of student thinking over time. A progression may describe progress on a single progress variable or a cluster of related (and not just parallel) progress variables. Some progressions may provide an underlying cognitive account that leads to an expectation of the same or comparable achievement levels across the variables—a particular kind of “coherence.” Such expectations of course require empirical verification;

4) They can be empirically tested;

5) They are not developmentally inevitable, but they may be developmentally constrained;

6) They are crucially dependent on the instructional practices provided for the students whose development is studied in the processes of development and validation. Targeted instruction and curriculum may be required for students to progress along a progression; and,
VI. Elements of a Good Learning Progression

7) There may be multiple possible paths and progress is not necessarily linear. It may be more like ecological succession. A learning progression proposes and clarifies one (or more) possible paths and does not represent a complete list of all possible paths. At any given time, an individual may display thinking/practices characteristic of different points on the path, due to features of both the assessment context and the individual’s cognition.

We note that other features were discussed and were considered essential by some panelists, these included the inclusion of a theory of instruction and a theory of professional development. However, there was no consensus that these features were essential elements of a learning progression.

Some of the salient features in the panel’s definition are strikingly absent in alternative approaches to defining the sequence of teaching and learning in science. For example, strand maps, scope and sequence charts, and science curriculum frameworks often lack coherent and rigorous theoretical or empirical bases for their construction, as well as evidence that speaks to their validity. If their developers examine the evidence of how student thinking in science develops, it is done in a cursory or informal manner. More typically, they rely on logical analysis of the science disciplines or deductive analysis based on the socially desired outcomes (backward mapping). Sometimes they even fail to describe the expected changes in student learning in a coherent fashion. In many cases, they fail to specify how students would demonstrate their mastery of the content, and they seldom include aligned diagnostic assessment systems that would allow teachers to monitor student progress and intervene effectively if students fail to perform at expected levels.

Because learning progressions appear to “re-visit” student understanding of the core concepts that form their spine at multiple points, they are sometimes said to spiral. This leads to some confusion between progressions and spiraling curricula. While learning progressions might be used to develop a spiraling curriculum, spiraling is not their essential feature. It is the developmental pathway, the continua of development of understanding of the concepts covered by the progression, that is their key feature. Spiraling curricula do focus on the mastery of concepts over time, but they may lack a clear pattern of development, are seldom based on strong empirical foundations and typically lack the validation evidence characterizing progressions.

We note that other features were discussed and were considered essential by some panelists; these included the inclusion of a theory of instruction and a theory of professional development. However, there was no consensus that these features were essential elements of a learning progression.

Some of the salient features in the panel’s definition are strikingly absent in alternative approaches to defining the sequence of teaching and learning in science. For example, strand maps, scope and sequence charts, and science curriculum frameworks often lack coherent and rigorous theoretical or empirical bases for their construction, as well as evidence that speaks to their validity. If their developers examine the evidence of how student thinking in science develops, it is done in a cursory or informal manner. More typically, they rely on logical analysis of the science disciplines or deductive analysis based on the socially desired outcomes (backward mapping). Sometimes they even fail to describe the expected changes in student learning in a coherent fashion. In many cases, they fail to specify how students would demonstrate their mastery of the content, and they seldom include aligned diagnostic assessment systems that would allow teachers to monitor student progress and intervene effectively if students fail to perform at expected levels.

Because learning progressions appear to “re-visit” student understanding of the core concepts that form their spine at multiple points, they are sometimes said to spiral. This leads to some confusion between progressions and spiraling curricula. While learning progressions might be used to develop a spiraling curriculum, spiraling is not their essential feature. It is the developmental pathway, the continua of development of understanding of the concepts covered by the progression, that is their key feature. Spiraling curricula do focus on the mastery of concepts over time, but they may lack a clear pattern of development, are seldom based on strong empirical foundations and typically lack the validation evidence characterizing progressions.
The Validation of Learning Progressions

In both panel meetings a number of the participants raised the issue of how learning progressions might be “validated” — that is, how evidence might be gathered to test the internal robustness of the hypothesized progression (construct validity) and the hypothesis that the use of a suggested sequence is effective at producing the desired outcomes (consequential validity) — but we did not have a chance to reach any thorough conclusions on these issues. In subsequent exchanges we have found a basis for reaching greater clarity about the questions raised about validity. As we have argued above, we think a sensible way to think about learning progressions is to see them as being hypotheses (Stevens et al., 2009) about, or models for, the likely ways in which students’ understandings of core scientific explanations and practices and their skills in using them grow over time with appropriate instruction and opportunities to learn. So, if these progressions are to be treated as hypotheses or small scale theories about how students are likely to learn, it seems to us reasonable to treat the issue of validation in the same way you would treat the development and testing of any scientific hypothesis or theory.

At one end, progressions start with entering knowledge of the children, which for young children might be the kinds of understanding of the natural world, and ways of thinking about it, that they are likely to have developed based on common human experience as mediated by the folk categories and explanations that are embedded in their culture and their native language. At the other end, progressions target an adequate understanding (that is one that would be recognized as a reasonable approximation of the way scientists currently see things) of how scientific disciplines explain and model the central phenomena of each discipline or interdisciplinary field and the ability to apply those understandings to solve problems and develop “new” knowledge. This target knowledge can also include an understanding of how science has come to and continues to build these explanations and models over time (i.e. an understanding of scientific practices: careful observation and measurement, devising and testing explanations against empirical evidence and alternative explanations, and the social norms of science — public logical argument, replication, verification, the willingness to abandon less effective explanations for better ones, and so on). We think there is no fixed rule for how to select the targets at the upper end. The point is that they are central and important for explaining significant phenomena in a field or for understanding how explanations are developed, and they are accessible to students within the normal course of their school experiences — the terms “big ideas” or “core concepts” are often used, as we have seen. Clearly questions of centrality, accessibility, and generativity are subject both to argument and to modification over time, especially with respect to accessibility, given that one hopes instruction will become more effective and make deeper understanding more accessible.

In between these two ends, the learning progression hypothesis suggests that it should be possible to identify some finite set of partial, intermediate, or approximate conceptions of the target explanation through which the students’ understandings will build to reach
that target. The strong version of the hypothesis would be that most students’ understanding will move through these intermediate conceptions in roughly the same order, though perhaps at quite different rates (depending on instruction, ability, other experiences and exposure, including home opportunities, etc.). And for some more complex targets it may be that the intermediate steps involve collections of understandings that interact and support each other but which can be acquired in varying orders. The point would be that the hypothesized progression should be able to specify some way of identifying whether students have acquired each of these conceptions, as well as whether they can be expected to occur in some order or at some time in relation to each other. It also is reasonable to think of any particular progression as being made up of sets of component progressions, each of which could be specified in a similar way. And as these sub-progressions approach the scale at which they might be covered within the course of an instructional unit, or a week, they are more and more likely to include specification of the instructional approaches that are most likely to move a student from one level of understanding to the next (or to undo particular misconceptions that have been identified).

For purposes of validation, all of the above descriptions of the elements of a hypothesized progression can be treated as propositions that can be tested as part of the process of validating a progression. As with any scientific hypothesis or theory, we should not think that testing these propositions can establish the validity of a progression once and for all. Rather, the best we can do is to increase our confidence that the progression is a reasonable account of the ways students are really likely to learn, while recognizing that it could be subject to substantial revision or replacement given new evidence and/or a more inclusive or compelling alternative hypothesis.

The process of hypothesis development and validation is presumably cyclical, but it can be assumed to start with close observation of how children and students at varying ages and with varying instructional and other experiences seem to think about and report their understanding of the phenomena that the educationally targeted scientific model will eventually help them to understand more adequately.

The observational methods that inform hypotheses about children’s and students’ developing levels of understanding can be quite diverse. At the early childhood/naïve level the methods tend to involve clinical interviews about what children think explains what they see or what happens in the world (Clement, 2000; Ginsburg, 2009; Piaget, 1976) and small scale laboratory situations that ask children to interpret (explain, attribute causes) particular situations or anticipate what might happen next (make predictions). This kind of work yields findings such as the idea that children tend to use qualitatively different language and explanatory structures with respect to persons, living things, and inanimate objects; or that it takes them some time and experience to recognize that other people can see things differently from themselves; that one’s self or others can be mistaken; and, that some form of argument might be needed to resolve differences, etc. (Kuhn, 2005).
There are five general approaches that tend to be used as starting points for the development of hypothesized progressions for characterizing how the understanding and skill of school age children and students grow beyond the conceptions they bring with them to school:

1) They can represent an extrapolation from current and conventional teacher and curriculum development practice, identifying a sometimes more parsimonious or coherent subset of what and when scientific concepts are now taught (this can include state standards and frameworks, expectations embodied in widely used assessments, and so on).

2) They can be based on cross-sectional sampling of student performance by age or grade, using existing assessments, or assessments created to try to reveal aspects of understanding or performance thought not to be tapped by existing assessments. This sampling also can include more open-ended interviewing or observation of students at work (and collection of the work they produce).

3) Students’ work and performance can be sampled longitudinally over time, following the same students over the course of shorter or longer periods of instruction (and in both #2 and #3 students who have had differing instructional experiences might be contrasted).

4) They can grow out of closely observed classroom (or other settings) interventions designed to teach conventional or newly conceived understandings and skills, perhaps using new pedagogical approaches, and these can continue over varying amounts of time (and may involve comparisons with control or contrasting approaches).

5) They can be derived from disciplinary understanding of the structure of the key concepts in the discipline and the logic of their relationships and inter-dependencies (this also could be informed by knowledge from the history of science about how understanding in the discipline grew over time).

Clearly, in practice hypothesized progressions tend to grow out of reasoning based on some combination of many or all of these kinds of evidence. The development of a progression tends to be, and perhaps must be, an iterative process involving forming a tentative hypothesis, testing it against further observations of instruction and students’ learning, revising it, checking it again, and so on. In many ways this process is indistinguishable from what would be done to assess the validity of a progression. Nevertheless, at some point researchers and developers who have been devising progressions come to some relatively stable view about the key steps students’ thinking and skills are likely to go through (and perhaps the misconceptions or particular difficulties they are likely to experience along the way). At a minimum, a hypothetical progression then has to specify the ways in which you could tell whether a student had reached a particular step in the progression (often called “achievement levels”), or where he or she was in that process. That is, the description of the steps needs to specify what people working on learning progressions tend to call the “learning performances” that students would be able to demonstrate if they had reached a particular step (or in some cases also the misconceptions, etc. that they would have at that point, or that might impede their movement to the next level). Those normally translate into even more specific instantiations in terms of assessment items, classroom learning tasks, or assignments.
Learning Progressions in Science: An Evidence-based Approach to Reform

Some working in this field would argue that the progressions, and the performances and assessments used to identify key steps in those progressions, should be pretty closely tied to curricular and instructional approaches that have been designed to promote student progress from point to point or that have evidence that they are associated with such progress. Among other advantages, knowing something about the instructional experiences students have had makes it possible to design performance expectations and assessments that tap more complex understanding and skills because one can make assumptions about the language and activities it would be fair to assume the students have been exposed to. Others prefer to work with data from students exposed to the normal range of curricula and instruction in our schools, so their progressions, learning performances, and assessments can have a more general application, but they also may be less precise, or have more difficulty in identifying and capturing performance, at the higher levels of the hypothesized progression. Whether instruction is specified or whether the progression involves a more general description of the likely stages of student progress, we think that the process of gathering evidence to validate or demonstrate the value of the progression should include attempts to specify what instruction the students have had, when their performances are being used as evidence that the progression describes the paths their learning has followed.

In any case, the logic of the progression hypothesis requires that when students’ performances on the associated assessments, instructional tasks, assignments, etc. are sampled, one should not expect to see that students who were not able to demonstrate the expected learning performance thought to be earlier in the hypothetical progression were nevertheless able to succeed in performing in the way expected for a later point in the progression. If that should happen in more than a very few instances (some forms of performance may offer the possibility of succeeding “by chance,” and that would introduce noise into this system), the progression or the design of the assessments, or both would have to be reconsidered and revised.1

There are quite sophisticated statistical and psychometric techniques that can be used to design and test the development of assessment items and exercises to see whether the item difficulties and student performances order themselves in ways that are consistent with the predictions implied by the hypothetical progressions (Wilson, 2005), and some form of this logic would seem to be essential for validating a progression—i.e., for increasing our sense of its credibility and usefulness. But there are other issues beyond the psychometric ones.

While a progression that is based primarily on evidence from cross-sectional sampling may be sufficient to inform the design of standards and assessments that are more

1There also are reasons other than this kind of chance noise that can cause students to show anomalous assessment performances, for instance those who are able to perform at higher or later levels but who use earlier or inferior conceptions in a particular instance or exercise. This can be influenced by contextual variables such as relative familiarity of the particular content or degree of stress or time pressure. This may be less threatening to the progression hypothesis, but it has to be noted. It also is well known that students who demonstrate a familiarity with some scientific practice in one content may fail to show it in another. So a fully developed progression will have to take some principled stand on which of these kinds of anomalies are tolerable and which cast fundamental doubt on the progressions. If this were just a summative assessment process, some of these issues might be handled just by giving credit for the best the student can do, but that is not the point here. It goes rather to the fundamental structural conception of the progression.

While a progression that is based primarily on evidence from cross-sectional sampling may be sufficient to inform the design of standards and assessments that are more
In order to clarify the different ways researchers are going about validating learning progressions, we will describe two approaches. First, as we described in detail in Section V above, Anderson and colleagues have embarked on a project to develop and validate a learning progression for the carbon cycle and the processes and principles involved in the creation, transformation, and decomposition of organic compounds in ecological systems. They started their work by identifying the important ideas that scientists use to explain phenomena involving organic compounds. These ideas can be found in the National Science Education Standards or the Benchmarks for Science Literacy and they explain how organic matter is created and transformed in ecological systems. These explanations include atomic molecular models that account for chemical change; the

Examples of Validation Studies

In order to clarify the different ways researchers are going about validating learning progressions, we will describe two approaches. First, as we described in detail in Section V above, Anderson and colleagues have embarked on a project to develop and validate a learning progression for the carbon cycle and the processes and principles involved in the creation, transformation, and decomposition of organic compounds in ecological systems. They started their work by identifying the important ideas that scientists use to explain phenomena involving organic compounds. These ideas can be found in the National Science Education Standards or the Benchmarks for Science Literacy and they explain how organic matter is created and transformed in ecological systems. These explanations include atomic molecular models that account for chemical change; the
principle of conservation of matter; as well as models of glucose production in plants, digestion and biosynthesis in living organisms; and oxidation reactions when organic matter is decomposed or burned. These models and explanations constitute the upper level of reasoning about phenomena in ecological systems in their progression. The researchers then examined research on naïve understandings of the natural world in young children as well as research on linguistic understandings, to develop hypotheses about the lower levels of understanding of these phenomena. They conducted clinical interviews with students and collected assessment data across a large spectrum of ages (from elementary to high school) in order to collect evidence about how student thinking moves from naïve conceptions, which are populated with such vitalistic forces as “enablers” and “helpers,” to more model-based conceptions that align more closely with scientifically acceptable models. The resulting theorized pathway defined discrete patterns of thinking specified in a particular order, and these patterns were then verified by collecting and analyzing cross-sectional data from student assessments and a few targeted classroom interventions at the middle and high school levels. These data were processed using sophisticated statistical and psychometric procedures which generated products such as Wright Maps and item-fit maps and allowed the researchers to test whether the data from real students fit their hypothesized progression (Kennedy & Wilson, 2007; Wilson, 2005; Wilson & Carstensen, 2007). They looked to see whether the results on the assessment items were consistent with predictions from the progression, whether students functioning at specific achievement levels responded on specific items as the progression predicted, and whether students were making the predicted shifts in thinking. The evidence generally satisfied and supported their hypothesized progression about the ways in which student thinking changes from naïve to more scientific conceptions, and their results were consistent with previous research looking into how students understand matter and the flow of matter through ecosystems. Furthermore, the data tell a coherent story about how students’ ideas about the flow of carbon through ecosystems change and become more sophisticated over time.

Duncan is taking a somewhat different approach to validation. Her approach relies on longitudinal studies of the progress of students using a specific curriculum. She has developed a learning progression for modern genetics and is now validating it. Like the Anderson group, Duncan began by identifying the core ideas and models that students need to develop to understand genetic phenomena in a way that approximates the modern scientific view; for this task, she drew on the National Science Education Standards and the Benchmarks for Science Literacy. She used these models to define the upper levels of understanding in the learning progression (e.g., the canonical scientific model that posits that genes are instructions for building proteins and proteins are the molecules that carry out various cellular functions, directly affecting the structure and function of cells, tissues, organs, and whole organisms). Duncan drew the entry levels of student understanding from previous research on students’ conceptions of genetics and heredity as well as her own studies of classroom curricular interventions. According to these research findings, younger students, or more naïve students, have poorly developed notions of how genes influence physical traits and do not perceive molecular or cellular mechanisms as part of the process. When they learn more about genetics, they are likely to rely heavily on transmission models that consider the passage of genes and their influence on physical characteristics, but do not consider cellular or protein-based mechanisms that influence physical characteristics. Duncan concluded that students,
if given the appropriate instructional experiences, could understand the role of proteins in shaping physical characteristics during the middle grades and could begin to develop more sophisticated ideas about how physical features emerge in biological organisms. She predicted that students, again with appropriate instructional supports, would then be capable of moving to the next level of thinking in which genes, proteins, and physical traits are linked (the targeted achievement level). Thus, the initial framework consisted of a few core concepts and some hypotheses about the ways in which students might develop understanding of how genes influence physical traits and specified how students would demonstrate their understanding of these genetics concepts (e.g., by constructed explanations of how genes influence traits or developments such as certain diseases or certain physical characteristics).

Duncan is now collecting empirical evidence about this learning progression by studying students who are being exposed to instruction using coherent inquiry-based curricular units that connect and build off of one another at the 7th and 8th grade levels and that require students to construct cellular and molecular explanations of biological phenomena. She is following individual students using these materials, administering pre and post tests and conducting clinical interviews and attempting to characterize their patterns and shifts in thinking to determine if they are consistent with the hypotheses in the learning progression. However, she also will be generating empirical evidence about the construct validity of the progression by collaborating with psychometricians to develop valid assessments and analyze the resulting student assessment data so that she can refine the progress variables and the levels of achievement in the progression. In the end she hopes to have a learning progression supported by evidence that will define a pathway through which students can achieve high levels of proficiency in understanding genetic phenomena and specify how student thinking changes in this domain from late elementary school to high school. It also should identify the instructional supports that can reliably help students make progress to higher levels of understanding before finishing high school.

Consequential Validation

Clearly, there is a good way to go before there are enough science learning progressions having strong evidence that they provide a credible description of the steps students are likely to go through in learning core understandings and skills so that such a collection of progressions could arguably provide the basis for designing a core school curriculum or for deriving from the progressions and the implied curriculum a better and more coherent set of state or supra-state standards and assessments. And it would be a step even further to claim that if such a set of progressions existed, they, and the curricula and assessments derived from them, would be able to inform teachers’ understanding of their students’ progress and problems in such a way that they could respond to that information with pointed instructional reactions that would enable their students to overcome their difficulties and stay on, or get back on, track, so as to meet learning goals, ensure higher levels of performance for all, and reduce gaps between the average level of performance of the student population as a whole and that of groups of students who were less likely to succeed in the past. But these are in fact the kinds of claims that are being made for the value of attending to and developing learning progressions. Those claims raise a general question of consequential validity for learning progressions—if we had enough of them, and they were well justified, would they in fact have these additional beneficial consequences for the education system?

VII. The Validation of Learning Progressions
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At this point, this is among the most hypothetical of questions. But it does suggest a program of further work that would be necessary to add other levels of "existence proof" to the demonstration that a particular progression works as it is supposed to. It would seem to be a reasonable requirement for the validation of the general progression hypothesis to suggest that, once there were a few well-warranted progressions covering at least a significant sub-set of the generally agreed goals of science education, an effort should be made to convince some set of states to array their standards for the relevant strand(s) of science content and skill learning across the relevant range of grades to match the appropriate achievement levels with the grades (or with the specified order) suggested by the progressions. If they would not do that on a state-wide basis at first, they might be encouraged to promote such an approach in some set of their districts on an experimental basis. In addition, curriculum developers, and providers of professional development, should be encouraged to design approaches to assessment (or a curriculum-embedded search for evidence of student progress and problems), and appropriate pedagogical and instructional responses, keyed to the progressions, and then this whole "regime" should be evaluated, perhaps in competition with "business as usual" or with compelling alternative approaches, to see whether students do significantly better, learn more, close gaps, and so on. If this sounds like a long and recursive process of validation of the progressions hypothesis, it is—but it clearly is consistent with the level of effort, and the time, likely to be required for progressions to prove that they are able to make a significant difference in the effectiveness of the American education system.

We think it is useful and instructive to recognize what actually will be required to test any adequately complex approach to reforming and improving instruction. The learning progression hypothesis is one such approach, and we have only begun to work out what will be required to make it a compelling one. But we do think that we also have begun to make the case that it is an approach that deserves to be taken seriously and that it would justify the investment required to give it a full chance to prove its worth.

At this point, this is among the most hypothetical of questions. But it does suggest a program of further work that would be necessary to add other levels of "existence proof" to the demonstration that a particular progression works as it is supposed to. It would seem to be a reasonable requirement for the validation of the general progression hypothesis to suggest that, once there were a few well-warranted progressions covering at least a significant sub-set of the generally agreed goals of science education, an effort should be made to convince some set of states to array their standards for the relevant strand(s) of science content and skill learning across the relevant range of grades to match the appropriate achievement levels with the grades (or with the specified order) suggested by the progressions. If they would not do that on a state-wide basis at first, they might be encouraged to promote such an approach in some set of their districts on an experimental basis. In addition, curriculum developers, and providers of professional development, should be encouraged to design approaches to assessment (or a curriculum-embedded search for evidence of student progress and problems), and appropriate pedagogical and instructional responses, keyed to the progressions, and then this whole "regime" should be evaluated, perhaps in competition with "business as usual" or with compelling alternative approaches, to see whether students do significantly better, learn more, close gaps, and so on. If this sounds like a long and recursive process of validation of the progressions hypothesis, it is—but it clearly is consistent with the level of effort, and the time, likely to be required for progressions to prove that they are able to make a significant difference in the effectiveness of the American education system.

We think it is useful and instructive to recognize what actually will be required to test any adequately complex approach to reforming and improving instruction. The learning progression hypothesis is one such approach, and we have only begun to work out what will be required to make it a compelling one. But we do think that we also have begun to make the case that it is an approach that deserves to be taken seriously and that it would justify the investment required to give it a full chance to prove its worth.
The Research and Development Agenda

The CCII Panel discussed the potential of learning progressions, the inadequacies and gaps in the work to date, and some of the challenges facing developers and potential users. They concluded that learning progressions hold great promise as tools for improving standards, curriculum, assessment, and instruction. They agreed that it was important to advance the development of learning progressions in a manner that would produce the greatest benefit to educators in the shortest possible time. With this goal in mind, they recommended the following steps be taken by researchers, developers, policymakers, and education professionals:

- **Share the available learning progressions**

  While the existing progressions cover only fragments of the K–12 science curriculum, and most have not had extensive testing in classrooms, they still can provide useful information for groups working on state and national standards, and for developers working on curriculum and assessment as well. The existing progressions fill in only part of the picture, but, much like archaeologists reconstructing an ancient mosaic from fragments, standards setters and curriculum developers can do better work if they use the available progressions because they provide clues about the structure and sequence of the missing parts of the curriculum. At this point, the work tends to be in the hands of small groups of researchers who are working on completion or validation of the learning progressions they have developed. While some work has been shared through journal articles or conference papers, most of it is not readily accessible to those who need access to it. In this regard, it is encouraging that NSF is funding a series of working conferences to bring researchers working on the development and testing of learning progressions together to share their methods and findings. NSF, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), or some other organization should create a website where this work, including work in progress, can be displayed with all of the proper caveats. Even incomplete and untested work can be helpful to those who are working on standards, curricula, and assessments.
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The CCII Panel discussed the potential of learning progressions, the inadequacies and gaps in the work to date, and some of the challenges facing developers and potential users. They concluded that learning progressions hold great promise as tools for improving standards, curriculum, assessment, and instruction. They agreed that it was important to advance the development of learning progressions in a manner that would produce the greatest benefit to educators in the shortest possible time. With this goal in mind, they recommended the following steps be taken by researchers, developers, policymakers, and education professionals:

- **Share the available learning progressions**

  While the existing progressions cover only fragments of the K–12 science curriculum, and must not have had extensive testing in classrooms, they still can provide useful information for groups working on state and national standards, and for developers working on curriculum and assessment as well. The existing progressions fill in only part of the picture, but, much like archaeologists reconstructing an ancient mosaic from fragments, standards setters and curriculum developers can do better work if they use the available progressions because they provide clues about the structure and sequence of the missing parts of the curriculum. At this point, the work tends to be in the hands of small groups of researchers who are working on completion or validation of the learning progressions they have developed. While some work has been shared through journal articles or conference papers, most of it is not readily accessible to those who need access to it. In this regard, it is encouraging that NSF is funding a series of working conferences to bring researchers working on the development and testing of learning progressions together to share their methods and findings. NSF, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), or some other organization should create a website where this work, including work in progress, can be displayed with all of the proper caveats. Even incomplete and untested work can be helpful to those who are working on standards, curricula, and assessments.

---

Some observers of the development of learning progressions would point out that the relationship between progressions and curriculum should be a two-way street. We already have implied that a good progression might be indistinguishable from a good curriculum framework, and it ought to be the case that well-designed curricula or curriculum frameworks—one that are thoughtful about the ways in which students are likely to learn and what experiences should help them to do so—in areas where progressions have not yet been developed and tested would represent first-order approximations of hypothetical progressions for those areas. Students’ experiences with such curricula would produce the evidence on which stronger progressions might be built (Lorrie Shepard, personal communication, April 13, 2009).
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Initiate work on the integration and connections among progressions

Developers of progressions, and those who support their work, should consider collaborations with other developers to examine the connectivity and interactions across progressions, and to consider the implications of these interactions for curriculum. This would inform future work on learning progressions and help standard-setters and curriculum developers determine what topics are most generative of student understanding of science. Some will argue that it is too early to do this, but attempting to do it now will inform the development of the next generation of progressions and help set priorities for that work.

Create existence proofs

An effort should be made to collect evidence that using learning progressions to inform curriculum, instruction, assessment design, professional development and/or education policy results in meaningful gains in student achievement. This evidence is needed to respond to skepticism expressed by various stakeholders about the value and significance of learning progressions, and to justify further investments in their development.

Identify the core science ideas to be studied

Funders such as NSF should work with researchers and other relevant stakeholders to identify the core ideas that developers of the next set of learning progressions should be focusing on. Perhaps the step in this process should be to agree on criteria for selection of those ideas. This might help avoid contentious turf wars. The current work being undertaken by the National Science Teachers Association to identify "anchors" should inform the next round of work on learning progressions and help set priorities for funding this work. This would ensure that key gaps in the K–12 science curriculum were addressed and the roster of available learning progressions would become more useful over time to developers of curriculum and assessments.

Identify the core science ideas to be studied for K–12 science

This follows directly from the previous recommendation. Researchers should be encouraged to pursue development of progressions that address the core concepts and that cover larger grade spans. The result would be a collection of progressions with greater relevance to the needs of schools and to the needs of those who design instructional materials and assessments. This would encourage developers, state and district officials and school personnel to consider participating in research on progressions.
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Validate the learning progressions

Funding agencies should provide additional support for research groups to validate the learning progressions they have developed so they can test them in practice and demonstrate their utility. Second party tests of the learning progressions may also be valuable. Studies are underway on some of the learning progressions listed in Appendix B, and it is important to complete these studies and make the evidence for the progressions available to those working on standards and on curriculum as soon as possible.
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Study development of students from different cultural backgrounds and with differing initial skill levels.

We desperately need to understand how to accelerate the learning of students who enter school with lower literacy levels and also to understand how cultural backgrounds and early experiences affect developmental paths. Researchers recognize that the pathways described by progressions are not developmentally inevitable and that there may be multiple pathways to learning a given idea or practice. They also recognize that prior experience, knowledge, and culture influence learning. Therefore, there is a need to explore how diversity affects the development and application of learning progressions, and whether, and how progressions can help us close achievement gaps in science. This is particularly relevant in urban populations or schools with highly diverse groups of students.

Invest in the development of assessment tools based on learning progressions for use by teachers and schools.

There is a fundamental difference between assessments designed to distinguish how students perform compared to other students on general scales of “achievement” or ability and assessments designed to distinguish among particular levels in the development of student knowledge and stages of sophistication in their understanding and ability to apply knowledge. We need assessment tools of the latter type to build and test progressions and to provide teachers with the diagnostic information they need to adapt instruction to meet the needs of their students. Adequate development of assessments of this sort, particularly ones that can track and report validly on progressions in longitudinal contexts, will require fundamental advances in psychometric methods, and that too will deserve increased investment.

Encourage collaboration between science education researchers, assessment experts, and cognitive scientists.

Inadequate communication among science education researchers, cognitive scientists, and assessment developers has been an obstacle to work on learning progressions. There is a need to build better understanding and collaboration across these domains. Funding agencies should seek to foster better and more frequent communication among these communities. They could sponsor programs that encourage the pairing of science education researchers and learning scientists with assessment experts. They might consider providing training on assessment development for science educators and cognitive scientists to enable them to work more closely with assessment experts, and vice versa. They also might consider funding centers to work on learning progressions and curriculum development where these different kinds of expertise might be convened.

Support more research on science learning.

We need research that enhances our understanding about how younger students learn and what they are capable of understanding. As noted above, we also need to understand more about how variations in cultural backgrounds and values affect the science learning of young children and how various classroom interventions can successfully accelerate their learning in science. However, this research should be tied to the development of learning progressions and not be completely disconnected from the development of these tools, as is the case for many current studies.
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- Increase funding for the development and validation of learning progressions. All of the above recommendations require funding. The present level of investment in this work is inadequate, and will not allow us to realize the potential benefits of these new tools. More money is needed to both fund more projects and give developers more time to construct and validate their learning progressions, especially if they are conducting longitudinal studies (two-three years is not enough time).

- Encourage states revising their standards to consider the evidence on learning progressions. While the scope of the existing learning progressions in science and the evidence supporting the models of development they provide does not warrant mandating their use, states and districts revising their standards and trying to improve science teaching would benefit from considering the lessons they provide about the sequencing of the science curriculum, the inter-connections between conceptual understanding and practices, and the design of assessments.

Why Should These Steps Be Taken?

Learning progressions could help us shape education policies in the areas of curriculum, assessment, teacher education, and professional development and improve coherence and alignment across these policy domains.

Learning progressions will help curriculum developers rethink curriculum design so that it is more focused, better sequenced, and more coherent. New curricula should be consistent with established learning progressions and their key features should be incorporated into instructional materials (e.g., a coherent developmental sequence based on research, specification of learning performances, and valid diagnostic assessments that align with the learning performances).

Learning progressions can help education leaders (such as chief state school officers, superintendents, and state and district supervisors in charge of curriculum, assessment, and professional development) revise their standards, and rethink their assessments, curricular guides, classroom instruction, and professional development. Using progressions as a guide, they could improve the alignment among these policy tools and the instructional supports provided for teachers. By collaborating with researchers and developers on piloting materials and assessments linked to progressions, and by inviting researchers to collaborate on tools such as standards revision, curriculum selection, assessment selection, and professional development, they can advance the work and contribute to our knowledge.

Learning progressions will help teachers rethink student learning, instruction, and assessment. They make it possible to improve diagnosis of student understanding, and serve as a tool to support adaptive instruction. Progressions could provide teachers with frameworks, tools, and resources that would transform pedagogical content knowledge from a precious concept to an operational part of their practices.

Learning progressions could improve the design and operation of teacher education programs as well as the design of programs provided by local and regional professional development providers. For example, pre-service and professional development programs...
could be focused on the content that is covered by learning progressions, and consequently
can help teachers develop deeper understanding of the central ideas, how students typically
master these ideas and develop more sophisticated understanding over time, and how to
diagnose student progress and instructional needs. For example, progressions could be
used to help novice teachers understand how student understanding develops over time
and how instruction affects their development. Progressions would provide an informed
framework for teachers to gain better understanding about how students’ ideas develop;
and provide them with assessments to track student understanding.

Learning progressions also can help to leverage the work done by science education
researchers and learning scientists by developing a body of work in the content areas that
is immediately useful to policymakers and practitioners. Progressions could bring focus
to research, and instead of undertaking many small disconnected studies, the field could
begin to build programs of research addressing the gaps in the progression work. This
approach would build a stronger knowledge base for teaching and for the development
of instructional tools and supports. The research on progressions could highlight the
areas where more research is badly needed (e.g., research on topics lacking progressions,
targeting specific age levels where our knowledge is thin, addressing the needs of culturally
or linguistically diverse groups who do not perform well in science, etc.).

Learning progressions have enormous potential, but as the recommendations listed
above make clear, there is a great deal of work to be done to realize their potential. Still,
if we are serious about eliminating achievement gaps and raising the levels of academic
achievement in the United States, we must abandon the search for panaceas and quick
 fixes that has dominated contemporary discussions of school reform and engage in a
serious research and development effort to provide our teachers with the tools they need
to do the job. Investing in learning progressions would not solve all of our problems, but
it would put us on the right path toward finding solutions.
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### Table of Learning Progressions in Science Discussed, Mentioned, and Identified by Panelists

Some learning progressions were noted by the panelists or identified by reviewing NSF awards for learning progressions in science (cells left blank indicate details about which we did not have information).

#### Learning progressions presented and discussed at the CCII meetings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracing carbon in ecological systems (one of four strands of environmental literacy)</td>
<td>Mohsin, Chen, and Anderson, 2009</td>
<td>1) Carbon (generating organic compounds, transforming organic compounds; oxidizing organic compounds), 3) Water, 3) Biodiversity, 4) Connecting actions</td>
<td>Across Grades 4–12</td>
<td>A basic framework with achievement levels is in place for Carbon, with a set of psychometrically sound assessments that have helped to validate. Currently working on other subtopics but much more work is done on the carbon strand. Conducting classroom investigations to help validate the carbon strand. Validation not complete for any strand of this environmental literacy program, is far along for carbon.</td>
<td>Draws on research on student learning of the topics, but to a large degree is based on empirical work around assessments and interviewing students across many grades.</td>
<td>Understand how to help students develop deeper understanding of important concepts in environmental science so they can become environmentally literate citizens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Learning Progressions in Science: An Evidence-based Approach to Reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Basis of Development</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle model of matter</td>
<td>Merrit, Shin, Namsoo, and Krajcik</td>
<td>Structure and Behavior of Atoms and Molecules (includes particle concept, movement, and conservation principles)</td>
<td>One eight to ten week unit at the middle school level</td>
<td>Validation not complete</td>
<td>Curriculum development and improved understanding of matter</td>
<td>Based on prior research for explaining phenomena and development of conceptual understanding of particles</td>
<td>Understanding how students use the particle model of matter can develop over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>Reiser and colleagues</td>
<td>Genetics (Modeling across topics)</td>
<td>Across Grades 4–12</td>
<td>Longitudinal study</td>
<td>Curriculum development and improved understanding of genetics</td>
<td>Largely based on research on student understanding in the discipline, plus some empirical classroom-based research.</td>
<td>Helping students learn genetics deeply so that they can become genetically literate adults.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Learning progressions presented and discussed at the CCII meetings, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strand maps for chemical reactions with predictions and explanations</td>
<td>AAAS Project 2061 (Roseman)</td>
<td>Important concepts about matter that are thought to be required to understand chemical reactions.</td>
<td>Across middle school grades</td>
<td>A sequence of ideas is developed. Working on developing assessments, has completed some statistical analysis of assessments to confirm potential relationships using Rasch analysis between concepts in strand maps. Validation not complete.</td>
<td>Largely built on examination of disciplinary knowledge</td>
<td>Help students develop deep understanding of matter with the aim of improving science literacy and influencing standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data modelling and evolution</td>
<td>Lehrer and Schauble</td>
<td>Measurement; Change in individual organisms, change in populations, variability, ecology.</td>
<td>Across elementary and middle school grades</td>
<td>Have curriculum, conducting classroom studies. Have levels of achievement from studies, developing assessments that are psychometrically sound. Validation not complete. Does not have what most people consider a &quot;curriculum.&quot; Model depends on intensive professional development of teachers.</td>
<td>Based on their own and others’ research on student learning in the context of good instruction. The research conducted in the context of developing the assessment system also serves to inform revision of the LP.</td>
<td>Support teachers and students in adopting modeling approaches to ecology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Learning Progressions in Science: An Evidence-based Approach to Reform

### Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explanations and ecology</strong></td>
<td>Gotwals and Songer</td>
<td>Components of scientific explanations, ecology, classification, and biodiversity.</td>
<td>Across Grades 4–6</td>
<td>Have curriculum, conducting professional development with teachers around LP curricula, conducting classroom implementation studies, have levels of achievement from studies, have psychometrically sound assessments. Validation not complete, but is far along.</td>
<td>Help students develop the ability to construct scientific explanations about complex ecology and biodiversity situations/data without support. In addition, develop tools (curricula and professional development) that allow teachers to support students in their development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### **Explanations and ecology**

#### **Explain...
### Learning progressions presented and discussed at the CCII meetings, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atomic molecular theory</strong></td>
<td>Smith, Wisner, Anderson, and Krajcik, 2006</td>
<td>Concepts central to this theory such as particles, motion of particle, conservation, etc.</td>
<td>Across Grades K–8</td>
<td>Has a framework with proposed developmental sequence. Has learning performances based on a number of inquiry standards such as taking measurements, analyzing data, constructing explanations or making predictions. Has some assessments. Has not been validated, although different groups are working on it.</td>
<td>Based on research on student learning about matter and research in general about learning science. Some parts based on an analysis of the discipline.</td>
<td>NAS commissioned an example of a LP to help illustrate what an LP is and should look like.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evolution</strong></td>
<td>Cately, Lehrer, and Reiser, 2005</td>
<td>Concepts central to this theory such as diversity, variation, structure/function, ecology/interrelationships; change; geological process.</td>
<td>Across Grades 1–8</td>
<td>Has a framework with proposed developmental sequence. Has learning performances with practices such as argumentation, mathematical modeling, measurements and representations. Needs additional development around genetics. Has some assessments. Has not been validated.</td>
<td>Based in part on research on student learning about evolution and general research about learning science.</td>
<td>NAS commissioned as example of a LP to help illustrate what an LP is and should look like.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Other LPs noted by Panelists or Identified by examining NSF awards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force and motion</td>
<td>Alonzo</td>
<td>Relationship between force(s) and motion in one dimension; includes students’ ability to predict force, given motion and to predict motion, given forces.</td>
<td>One unit, at middle/ high school level</td>
<td>Framework and associated assessments have been revised in response to several rounds of data collection and analyses. No longitudinal studies have been conducted.</td>
<td>Draws on the extensive literature base about student conceptions and learning, as well as interview (both “think aloud” and clinical) and written assessments.</td>
<td>To support teachers’ formative assessment practices during a unit on basic force and motion principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of matter (Nanoscience literacy)</td>
<td>Stevens, Delgado, and Krajcik, 2009</td>
<td>Structure of matter, periodic table, and ionic forces (i.e., interatomic forces)</td>
<td>Across Grades 7–14</td>
<td>Hypothetical framework and an empirically-grounded framework derived from student assessments and interviews. Have instructional suggestions to help move students along progressions.</td>
<td>Builds off Smith et al. work on matter and examination of standards and discipline analyses, but also uses data from real students to refine and revise.</td>
<td>To support nanoscale science and engineering literacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and inquiry</td>
<td>Goldberg and Hammer</td>
<td>Concepts central to thinking about energy</td>
<td>Across Elem. to middle</td>
<td>Have curriculum.</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter and inquiry</td>
<td>Doubler, Wisar, Smith, and colleagues</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Upper elem. and middle</td>
<td>Have framework and some assessments, curriculum materials and professional development. Beginning to validate hypothetical LP.</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Other LPs noted by Panelists or Identified by examining NSF awards, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific reasoning in the physical sciences</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>K–16</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory experiences in life sciences</td>
<td>Dayton et al. (Terc)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Grades 1–13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Help establish a theoretical framework for developing research and development of LPs in laboratory experiences in the life sciences</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic theory</td>
<td>Stevens, Delgado, and Krajcik</td>
<td>Atomic composition and structure subatomic, inter-atomic interactions</td>
<td>Grades 7–14</td>
<td>Developed framework, assessments, empirical data to support framework. Have suggested instructional strategies to help move students.</td>
<td>Developed a theoretical framework using lower anchors derived from the Smith et al. Used Standards and Benchmarks to identify big ideas and scientific practices.</td>
<td>To support and promote nanoscale science and engineering literacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestial motion</td>
<td>Plummer and Krajcik</td>
<td>Motion of the sun, moon, and stars</td>
<td>Elem to Middle grades</td>
<td>Developed framework, some curricular interventions, and some assessments.</td>
<td>Based on research on how students learn these topics and the authors’ own research and analysis.</td>
<td>To support students’ understanding of celestial motion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Other LPs noted by Panelists or Identified by examining NSF awards, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific reasoning in the physical sciences</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>K–16</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory experiences in life sciences</td>
<td>Dayton et al. (Terc)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Grades 1–13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Help establish a theoretical framework for developing research and development of LPs in laboratory experiences in the life sciences</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic theory</td>
<td>Stevens, Delgado, and Krajcik</td>
<td>Atomic composition and structure subatomic, inter-atomic interactions</td>
<td>Grades 7–14</td>
<td>Developed framework, assessments, empirical data to support framework. Have suggested instructional strategies to help move students.</td>
<td>Developed a theoretical framework using lower anchors derived from the Smith et al. Used Standards and Benchmarks to identify big ideas and scientific practices.</td>
<td>To support and promote nanoscale science and engineering literacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestial motion</td>
<td>Plummer and Krajcik</td>
<td>Motion of the sun, moon, and stars</td>
<td>Elem to Middle grades</td>
<td>Developed framework, some curricular interventions, and some assessments.</td>
<td>Based on research on how students learn these topics and the authors’ own research and analysis.</td>
<td>To support students’ understanding of celestial motion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Other LPs noted by Panelists or Identified by examining NSF awards, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Topic, Concept, or Practice</th>
<th>Developers*</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>State of Work</th>
<th>Basis of Development of the Framework</th>
<th>Development Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural selection</td>
<td>Furtak</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Grades 9–10 biology (IB, regular, ELL)</td>
<td>Two versions of learning progression developed and based on student misconceptions with sample student responses, and the second based on a sequence of correct ideas. Has set of formative assessments and suggested feedback including instructional activities. Currently being piloted.</td>
<td>Draws on literature about students’ common misconceptions about natural selection, a pilot study of student ideas and Mayr’s ‘5 facts and 3 inferences’ about natural selection.</td>
<td>To develop teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge, including their facility with formative assessment, surrounding the teaching of natural selection and evolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing an empirically tested learning progression for the transformation of matter to inform curriculum, instruction and assessment design.</td>
<td>Shin and Krajcik</td>
<td>Matter and its transformation 6–12 grades.</td>
<td>Across grades 6th through 12th</td>
<td>Have hypothetical framework and some associated assessments allowing for determination of achievement levels; piloting assessment items using quantitative and qualitative methodology; validation of assessment not complete.</td>
<td>Based on research on student learning about topics, as well as interviews and written assessments.</td>
<td>Characterize how students can develop understanding of the major constructs within the transformation of matter. Track whether students can make important connections between concepts that lie in multiple constructs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Example of Learning Progressions

Below are three representations that serve as example frameworks for what LPs look like: one focused on buoyancy by Kennedy and Wilson (this one highlights what a progress variable looks like—or perhaps a very simple LP); another one focused on the atomic-molecular theory developed by Smith and colleagues (this represents early ideas about what LPs look like and perhaps what an initial hypothesized LP might look like); and one focused on the carbon cycle in ecological systems developed by Mohan and colleagues (this represents a more mature and empirically derived and validated LP). These three examples illustrate some of the features that are shared, and that vary among LPs in science. The example tables included in this section outlines how different science ideas may become more sophisticated over time.

### Example 1: Buoyancy; Kennedy and Wilson, 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>What the Student Already Knows</th>
<th>What the Student Needs to Learn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Relative Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student knows that floating depends on having less density than the medium.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;An object floats when its density is less than the density of the medium.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student knows that floating depends on having a small density.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;An object floats when its density is small.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to recognize that the medium plays an equally important role in determining if an object will sink or float.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Mass and Volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student knows that floating depends on having a small mass and a large volume.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;An object floats when its mass is small and its volume is large.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to understand the concept of density as a way of combining mass and volume into a single property.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M V</td>
<td>Mass Volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student knows that floating depends on having a small mass.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;An object floats when its mass is small.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student knows that floating depends on having a large volume.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;An object floats when its volume is large.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to recognize that changing EITHER mass OR volume will affect whether an object sinks or floats.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example 1: Buoyancy; Kennedy and Wilson, 2007, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>What the Student Already Knows</th>
<th>What the Student Needs to Learn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Productive Misconception: Student thinks that floating depends on having a small size, heft, or amount, or that it depends on being made out of a particular material. &quot;An object floats when it is small.&quot;</td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to refine their ideas into equivalent statements about mass, volume, or density. For example, a small object has a small mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>Unconventional Feature: Student thinks that floating depends on being flat, hollow, filled with air, or having holes. &quot;An object floats when it has air inside it.&quot;</td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to refine their ideas into equivalent statements about size or heft. For example, a hollow object has a small heft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Off Target: Student does not attend to any property or feature to explain floating. &quot;I have no idea.&quot;</td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to focus on some property or feature of the object in order to explain why it sinks or floats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>No Response: Student left the response blank.</td>
<td>To progress to the next level, student needs to respond to the question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Unscorable: Student gave a response, but it cannot be interpreted for scoring.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objects are made of matter that exists as many different material kinds. Objects have properties that can be measured and depend on amount of matter and on the material kinds they are made of.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions and Big Ideas</th>
<th>Components of Big Ideas</th>
<th>K-2 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>3-5 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>6-8 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existence of matter and diversity of material kinds</td>
<td>Objects are made of specific materials.</td>
<td>Objects are made of matter that takes up space and has weight.</td>
<td>Matter has mass, volume, and weight (in a gravitational field), and exists in three general phases, solids, liquids, and gas.</td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and air are forms of matter and share these general properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are different kinds of materials.</td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and air are forms of matter and share these general properties.</td>
<td>There can be invisible pieces of matter (too small to see).</td>
<td>There are many different kinds of materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The same kind of object can be made of different materials.</td>
<td>Materials can be elements, compounds, or mixtures.</td>
<td>Mass is a measure of amount of matter and is constant across location; weight is a force, proportional to mass and varies with gravitational field.</td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and gases have different properties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objects have properties that can be measured and explained. Three important properties are mass, weight, and volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions and Big Ideas</th>
<th>Components of Big Ideas</th>
<th>K-2 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>3-5 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>6-8 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existence of matter and diversity of material kinds</td>
<td>Objects have certain properties—weight, length, area, and volume—that can be described, compared and measured. (Only preliminary exploration and construction of volume measurement at this time.)</td>
<td>Objects have certain properties—weight, length, area, and volume—that can be described, compared and measured. (Only preliminary exploration and construction of volume measurement at this time.)</td>
<td>Weight is an additive property of objects that can be measured (e.g., the weight of an object is the sum of the weight of its parts).</td>
<td>Volume is an additive property of an object that can be measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Objects are made of matter that takes up space and has weight.</td>
<td>The weight of an object is a function of its volume and the material it is made of.</td>
<td>The mass and weight of an object is explained by the masses and weights of its atoms. The different motions and interactions of atoms in solids, liquids, and gases help explain their different properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and air are forms of matter and share these general properties.</td>
<td>Mass is a measure of amount of matter and is constant across location; weight is a force, proportional to mass and varies with gravitational field.</td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and gases have different properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Materials can be elements, compounds, or mixtures.</td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and gases have different properties.</td>
<td>Solids, liquids, and gases have different properties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. What are things made of and how can we explain their properties?

1. Objects are constituted of matter, which exists as many different material kinds. Objects have properties that can be measured and depend on amount of matter and on the material kinds they are made of.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions and Big Ideas</th>
<th>Components of Big Ideas</th>
<th>K–2 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>3–5 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>6–8 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material kinds have characteristic properties that can be measured and explained.</strong></td>
<td>The properties of materials can be described and classified. (Only really observable properties, such as color, hardness, flexibility are investigated at this time.)</td>
<td>Materials have characteristic properties that are independent of the size of the sample. (Extends knowledge to less obvious properties such as density, flammability or conductivity at this time.)</td>
<td>Materials have characteristic properties independent of size of sample. (Extends knowledge to include boiling/freezing points and to elaborate on density)</td>
<td>1AAM: The properties of materials are determined by nature, arrangement and motion of the molecules that they are made of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass and weight are conserved across a broad range of transformations.</td>
<td>There are some transformations e.g., reshaping, breaking into pieces where the amount of stuff and weight is conserved despite changes in perceptual appearance.</td>
<td>Matter continues to exist when broken into pieces too tiny to be visible.</td>
<td>Mass and weight (but not volume) are conserved across chemical changes, dissolving, phase change &amp; thermal expansion.</td>
<td>2AAM: Mass and weight are conserved in physical and chemical changes because atoms are neither created nor destroyed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material kinds stay the same across some transformations and change across others</strong></td>
<td>Material kind stays the same when objects are reshaped or broken into small pieces. Freezing and melting changes some properties of materials but not others.</td>
<td>Materials can be changed from solid to liquid (and vice versa) by heating (or cooling) but are still the same kind of material. Combining two or more materials can produce a product with properties different from those of the initial materials.</td>
<td>Some transformations involve chemical change (e.g., burning, rusting) in which new substances are created, in other changes (e.g., phase change, thermal expansion) materials may change appearance but the substances in them stay the same.</td>
<td>2AM: Mass and weight are conserved in physical and chemical changes because atoms are neither created nor destroyed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. What changes and what stays the same when things are transformed?
2. Matter can be transformed, but not created or destroyed, through physical and chemical processes.

2. What changes and what stays the same when things are transformed?
2. Matter can be transformed, but not created or destroyed, through physical and chemical processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions and Big Ideas</th>
<th>Components of Big Ideas</th>
<th>K–2 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>3–5 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>6–8 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. How do we know?</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Measurement involves comparison.</td>
<td>• Measurement involves comparison.</td>
<td>• 2AM: In chemical changes new substances are formed as atoms are rearranged into new molecules. The atoms themselves remain intact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. We can learn about the world through measurement, modeling, and argument.</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Good measurements use data sets of a fixed unit (including fractional parts of that unit) to cover the measured space completely (no gaps).</td>
<td>• Good measurements use data sets of a fixed unit (including fractional parts of that unit) to cover the measured space completely (no gaps).</td>
<td>• 2AM: In physical changes, molecules change arrangement and/or motion but remain intact, so the chemical substance remains the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How do we know?</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Measurements are more reliable than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Measurements are more reliable than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Measurements are more reliable than common sense impressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. We can learn about the world through measurement, modeling, and argument.</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Although measurements are more reliable than common sense impressions, measurements can be more or less precise and there is always some measurement error.</td>
<td>• Although measurements are more reliable than common sense impressions, measurements can be more or less precise and there is always some measurement error.</td>
<td>• Although measurements are more reliable than common sense impressions, measurements can be more or less precise and there is always some measurement error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How do we know?</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Instruments, such as microscopes, can extend our ability to observe and measure.</td>
<td>• Instruments, such as microscopes, can extend our ability to observe and measure.</td>
<td>• Instruments, such as microscopes, can extend our ability to observe and measure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. We can learn about the world through measurement, modeling, and argument.</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Our senses respond to combinations of physical properties, rather than isolated ones. For this reason, they are not good measures of those physical properties.</td>
<td>• Our senses respond to combinations of physical properties, rather than isolated ones. For this reason, they are not good measures of those physical properties.</td>
<td>• Our senses respond to combinations of physical properties, rather than isolated ones. For this reason, they are not good measures of those physical properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How do we know?</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• Sources of measurement error can be examined and quantified.</td>
<td>• Sources of measurement error can be examined and quantified.</td>
<td>• Sources of measurement error can be examined and quantified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. We can learn about the world through measurement, modeling, and argument.</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• We can learn about the properties of things through indirect measurement (e.g., water displacement) as well as using powerful tools (microscopes).</td>
<td>• We can learn about the properties of things through indirect measurement (e.g., water displacement) as well as using powerful tools (microscopes).</td>
<td>• We can learn about the properties of things through indirect measurement (e.g., water displacement) as well as using powerful tools (microscopes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How do we know?</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• 3AM: Atoms are too small to see directly with commonly available tools.</td>
<td>• 3AM: Atoms are too small to see directly with commonly available tools.</td>
<td>• 3AM: Atoms are too small to see directly with commonly available tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. We can learn about the world through measurement, modeling, and argument.</td>
<td>Good measurements provide more reliable and useful information about object properties than common sense impressions.</td>
<td>• 3AM. Atoms are too small to see directly with commonly available tools.</td>
<td>• 3AM. Atoms are too small to see directly with commonly available tools.</td>
<td>• 3AM. Atoms are too small to see directly with commonly available tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions and Big Ideas</th>
<th>Components of Big Ideas</th>
<th>K - 2 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>3 - 5 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
<th>6 - 8 Elaboration of Big Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modeling is concerned with capturing key relations among ideas rather than surface appearance.</td>
<td>Some properties of objects can be analyzed as the sum of component units. Students are involved with the implicit modeling of extensive quantities through the creation of measures.</td>
<td>Graphs, visual models, simple algebraic formulas or quantitative verbal statements can be used to represent interrelations among variables and to make predictions about one variable from knowledge of others.</td>
<td>• Models can propose unseen entities to explain a pattern of data.</td>
<td>• 3AM: The properties of and changes in atoms and molecules have to be distinguished from the macroscopic properties and phenomena for which they account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguments use reasoning to connect ideas and data.</td>
<td>Ideas can be evaluated through observation and measurement.</td>
<td>• Hypotheses and data are distinct.</td>
<td>• We make stronger arguments for our ideas when they fit a pattern of data rather than simply one observation.</td>
<td>• Good arguments involve getting data that helps distinguish between competing explanations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3AM: The properties of and changes in atoms and molecules have to be distinguished from the macroscopic properties and phenomena for which they account. | • We can clarify our ideas by more precisely stating the conditions under which they are true. | • We learn about properties of atoms and molecules indirectly, using hypothetico-deductive reasoning. | • 3AM: We learn about properties of atoms and molecules indirectly, using hypothetico-deductive reasoning.

Note: This table reflects an earlier version of this work. A more recent framework is in Press in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Living Systems</th>
<th>Human-engineered Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 4: Qualitative model-based accounts across scales</td>
<td><strong>Use qualitative descriptions of carbon movement through multiple processes in multiple scales</strong></td>
<td><strong>Can use an atomic-molecular account of photosynthesis to explain macroscopic and large-scale phenomena</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Can use an atomic-molecular account of photosynthesis to explain macroscopic and large-scale phenomena (e.g., plant growth, plants as a carbon sink and conservative matter and mass including gaseous CO2 at the atomic-molecular level in terms of rearrangement of atoms)
Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants during photosynthesis, including gaseous and organic materials (e.g., glucose) through multiple processes in multiple scales. Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants during photosynthesis, including gaseous and organic materials (e.g., glucose, CO2) through multiple processes in multiple scales. Can use atomic molecular understanding of respiration to explain macroscopic and large-scale phenomena (e.g., weight loss, soil respiration) and conserve matter and mass (including gaseous CO2) at the atomic-molecular level in terms of rearrangement of atoms. Can use atomic molecular understanding of respiration to explain macroscopic and large-scale phenomena (e.g., weight loss, soil respiration) and conserve matter and mass (including gaseous CO2) at the atomic-molecular level in terms of rearrangement of atoms. Can compare contrast combustion with cellular respiration. Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants, although may not know exact chemical identities of fossil fuels. Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants, although may not know exact chemical identities of fossil fuels. Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Examples of this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants during respiration, including gases and organic materials (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates). Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants during respiration, including gases and organic materials (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates). Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants during respiration, including gases and organic materials (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates) as a carbon sink) and conserve mass and matter (including gaseous CO2) at the atomic-molecular level in terms of rearrangement of atoms. Can name chemical identities of all products and reactants during respiration, including gases and organic materials (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates) as a carbon sink) and conserve mass and matter (including gaseous CO2) at the atomic-molecular level in terms of rearrangement of atoms. Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize that growth of human/animals/decomposers occurs when organisms synthesize simple carbohydrates and amino acids. Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates as key molecules in this mixture that contain carbon (other than CO2). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane). Can recognize that molecules are the basic unit to keep substances identity (e.g., molecule of butane, propane).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Living Systems</th>
<th>Human-engineered Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation-photosynthesis</td>
<td>Transformation-food chain/web, biosynthesis</td>
<td>Oxidation-voluntary respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifies that plant processes, such as photosynthesis, can influence and be influenced by levels of atmospheric CO2 on a large or global scale (i.e., identifies plants as a carbon sink).</td>
<td>and knows that these organic molecules are made primarily of a forms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.</td>
<td>and knows that these organic molecules are made primarily of a forms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
<td>Identifies that respiration, especially respiration of decomposers, can influence levels of atmospheric CO2 (i.e., identifies organisms as carbon sources when they respire on a large scale).</td>
<td>Identifies that respiration, especially respiration of decomposers, can influence levels of atmospheric CO2 (i.e., identifies organisms as carbon sources when they respire on a large scale).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cannot use stoichiometric calculations (quantitative reasoning) to calculate the amount of certain materials involved in photosynthesis.</td>
<td>- Cannot use stoichiometric calculations to calculate the amount of certain materials involved in respiration.</td>
<td>- Cannot use stoichiometric calculations to calculate the amount of certain materials involved in respiration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accounts of sub-processes, such as light-dependent and light-independent reactions may still contain errors.</td>
<td>- Accounts of sub-processes in the Krebs cycle, such as the details of the glycolysis &amp; pyruvate oxidation, may contain errors.</td>
<td>- Accounts of sub-processes in the Krebs cycle, such as the details of the glycolysis &amp; pyruvate oxidation, may contain errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- May still have limited understanding of biosynthesis processes in plants</td>
<td>- May not mention O2 as a reactant, but rather focus on important products.</td>
<td>- May not mention O2 as a reactant, but rather focus on important products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Living Systems</th>
<th>Human-engineered Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation-photosynthesis</td>
<td>Transformation-food chain/web, biosynthesis</td>
<td>Oxidation-voluntary respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifies that plant processes, such as photosynthesis, can influence and be influenced by levels of atmospheric CO2 on a large or global scale (i.e., identifies plants as a carbon sink).</td>
<td>and knows that these organic molecules are made primarily of a forms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.</td>
<td>such as would produces CO2 and is a large carbon source that contributes to rising atmospheric CO2 levels and global warming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
<td>Identifies that respiration, especially respiration of decomposers, can influence levels of atmospheric CO2 (i.e., identifies organisms as carbon sources when they respire on a large scale).</td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cannot use stoichiometric calculations (quantitative reasoning) to calculate the amount of certain materials involved in photosynthesis.</td>
<td>- Cannot use stoichiometric calculations to calculate the amount of certain materials involved in respiration.</td>
<td>- Cannot use stoichiometric calculations to calculate the amount of certain materials involved in combustion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accounts of sub-processes, such as light-dependent and light-independent reactions may still contain errors.</td>
<td>- Accounts of sub-processes in the Krebs cycle, such as the details of the glycolysis &amp; pyruvate oxidation, may contain errors.</td>
<td>- The exact chemical identity of fuel sources may be unknown, although the student knows it contains carbon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- May still have limited understanding of biosynthesis processes in plants</td>
<td>- May not mention O2 as a reactant, but rather focus on important products.</td>
<td>- May not mention O2 as a reactant, but rather focus on important products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Generation-photosynthesis</th>
<th>Transformation-food chains/web, biosynthesis</th>
<th>Oxidation-cellular respiration</th>
<th>Oxidation-combustion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3: School science narratives</strong></td>
<td><strong>of processes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Living Systems</strong></td>
<td><strong>Human-engineered Systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Scale:** Atomic-molecular narratives about cellular processes and large scale narratives about food chains | Can reproduce formula for photosynthesis (that may be balanced or not), but cannot use the formula to explain a macroscopic event (e.g., where does the sun get its mass?). Recognize the need to conserve matter and mass in chemical changes and attempt to conserve matter at the cellular or atomic-molecular level. Recognize that gases are matter and attempt to conserve these during chemical changes, but may ignore key gas reactants or products. Can name some material by their chemical identity, such as CO₂, O₂ and glucose when asked specifically about photosynthesis, but cannot identify the substances that make up common foods or plants, or use chemical composition to develop explanations of how they were made. Recognizes that the cell is the basic unit of both structure and function of plants and that plant cells contain a nucleus (e.g., chloroplasts) and are made of water and organic materials. | Recognize that matter/energy is being passed through food chains, but cannot consistently identify matter transformation and chemical identities of matter and may not distinguish matter from energy. Describe role of organisms in terms of trophic levels (producers, consumers, decomposers, etc.). Plant growth is explained at the cellular or atomic-molecular level in terms of what cells do with the food substances these organisms eat. | Can reproduce formula for cellular respiration (that may be balanced or not), but cannot use the formula to explain a macroscopic event (e.g., what happens to mass of a match when it burns?). Recognize the need to conserve matter and mass in chemical changes and attempt to conserve matter at the atomic-molecular level. Recognize that gases are matter and attempt to conserve these during chemical changes (e.g., say that when a burning match becomes smoke, gas, but may fail to recognize the primary gas products and fail to explain the role of O₂ as a reactant in combustion. Can name products of combustion in terms of their chemical identities (CO₂ and H₂O) but cannot identify substances that make up fuels or use chemical information about these substances to develop explanations of how they were made. Recognizes homogenous mixtures (e.g., gasoline) but cannot name.
| **Level 3: School science narratives** | **of processes**     | **Living Systems**            | **Human-engineered Systems** |                      |
|         |                          |                             |                               |                      |
| **Scale:** Atomic-molecular narratives about cellular processes and large scale narratives about food chains | Can reproduce formula for photosynthesis (that may be balanced or not), but cannot use the formula to explain a macroscopic event (e.g., where does the sun get its mass?). Recognize the need to conserve matter and mass in chemical changes and attempt to conserve matter at the cellular or atomic-molecular level. Recognize that gases are matter and attempt to conserve these during chemical changes, but may ignore key gas reactants or products. Can name some material by their chemical identity, such as CO₂, O₂ and glucose when asked specifically about photosynthesis, but cannot identify the substances that make up common foods or plants, or use chemical composition to develop explanations of how they were made. Recognizes that the cell is the basic unit of both structure and function of plants and that plant cells contain a nucleus (e.g., chloroplasts) and are made of water and organic materials. | Can reproduce formula for photosynthesis (that may be balanced or not), but cannot use the formula to explain a macroscopic event (e.g., where does the sun get its mass?). Recognize the need to conserve matter and mass in chemical changes and attempt to conserve matter at the cellular or atomic-molecular level. Recognize that gases are matter and attempt to conserve these during chemical changes, but may ignore key gas reactants or products. Can name some material by their chemical identity, such as CO₂, O₂ and glucose when asked specifically about photosynthesis, but cannot identify the substances that make up common foods or plants, or use chemical composition to develop explanations of how they were made. Recognizes that the cell is the basic unit of both structure and function of plants and that plant cells contain a nucleus (e.g., chloroplasts) and are made of water and organic materials. | Can reproduce formula for cellular respiration (that may be balanced or not), but cannot use the formula to explain a macroscopic event (e.g., what happens to mass of a match when it burns?). Recognize the need to conserve matter and mass in chemical changes and attempt to conserve matter at the atomic-molecular level. Recognize that gases are matter and attempt to conserve these during chemical changes (e.g., say that when a burning match becomes smoke, gas, but may fail to recognize the primary gas products and fail to explain the role of O₂ as a reactant in combustion. Can name products of combustion in terms of their chemical identities (CO₂ and H₂O) but cannot identify substances that make up fuels or use chemical information about these substances to develop explanations of how they were made. Recognizes homogenous mixtures (e.g., gasoline) but cannot name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Living Systems</th>
<th>Human-engineered Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generation-photosynthesis</td>
<td>Transformation-food chain/web, biosynthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recognize that plants influence atmospheric CO₂ levels, but does not explain how.</td>
<td>Details of food chains/web may.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Errors: Details of photosynthesis may:</td>
<td>Use matter and energy interchangeably when explaining relationships within a food chain or web.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be incomplete or contain errors, such as matter-energy conversion (e.g., sunlight contributes mass or gas-gas cycles) or wrong carbohydrate or metabolic pathways (e.g., plant photosynthesis converts CO₂ to CO₂), but given in context of a cellular level account.</td>
<td>Contain detailed descriptions of one process in the food chain (e.g., photosynthesis) but not details about all other processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus on minor products or reactants during cellular processes (e.g., water, minerals contribute to mass of tree through photosynthesis).</td>
<td>Describe matter flow within a food chain/web in terms of a “general” material path (e.g., food and not specific substances (e.g., carbohydrates, lipids, proteins).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explain changes in plants using photosynthesis but not respiration (e.g., a plant loses mass because it could not do photosynthesis).</td>
<td>Cannot explain biosynthesis in terms of cellular processes that combine simple molecules into more complex molecules (e.g., mass of plant comes of glucose or CO₂ rather than cellulosic, cellulose/polysaccharides and mass of humans comes from lipids in food we eat).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common Errors:
- In combustion, the only gas product of combustion is CO₂.

Cannot explain biosynthesis in terms of cellular processes that combine simple molecules into more complex molecules (e.g., mass of plant comes of glucose or CO₂ rather than cellulosic, cellulose/polysaccharides and mass of humans comes from lipids in food we eat).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Generation/photynthesis</th>
<th>Transformation/food chain/wet/</th>
<th>Oxidation/cellular respiration</th>
<th>Human engineered Systems</th>
<th>Oxidation/combustion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Causal sequences of events with hidden mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale: Reasoning about materials such as foods and fuels (e.g., distinguish between substances that will burn (fuels) and substances that will not), but distinction is based on experience rather than an ability to describe properties that all fuels share.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Generation/photynthesis</th>
<th>Transformation/food chain/wet/</th>
<th>Oxidation/cellular respiration</th>
<th>Human engineered Systems</th>
<th>Oxidation/combustion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Causal sequences of events with hidden mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale: Reasoning about materials such as foods and fuels (e.g., distinguish between substances that will burn (fuels) and substances that will not), but distinction is based on experience rather than an ability to describe properties that all fuels share.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example 3. Tracking Carbon in Ecosystems; Mohan, Chen, and Anderson, 2009, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Living Systems</th>
<th>Human-engineered Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generation—photocynthesis</td>
<td>Transformation—food chain/web, biosynthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus on gas-gas cycles between plants and humans (e.g., plants make O₂ for humans), visible decomposers, such as worms and insects are consumers.</td>
<td>• Explaining animal digestion and growth in terms of processes that are localized in the stomach and intestines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explaining animal digestion and growth in terms of processes that are localized in the stomach and intestines.</td>
<td>• Explaining breathing as localized in the lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explaining weight loss through solid-liquid transformation or matter energy conversion, not at cellular level (e.g., fat turns into energy, fat turns into sweat) but as a way to conserve.</td>
<td>• Describing visible products (e.g., ash).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Errors:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explaining decomposition using a general process such as “decomposition,” “decay,” or possibly “evaporation” but give not products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common Errors:

- Describe general processes, such as “burning.”
- Describe visible products (e.g., ash).
- Gasoline evaporates, because that is how liquids become gases.
Example 3. Tracking Carbon in Ecosystems; Mohan, Chen, and Anderson, 2009, continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels Systems</th>
<th>Generation-photosynthesis</th>
<th>Transformation-food chain/web, ecosytemesis</th>
<th>Oxidation/respiration</th>
<th>Oxidation/carbonization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living Systems</strong></td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in plants (e.g., growth).</td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in ecosystems or food chains.</td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in organisms and animals (e.g., weight loss).</td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in organisms that are burned (match getting shorter) and the fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human-engineered Systems</strong></td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in plants (e.g., growth) based on plant needs for enabling or vitalistic causality.</td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in ecosystems or food chains.</td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in organisms and animals (e.g., weight loss) based on human/animal needs or vitalistic causality.</td>
<td>Focus on observable changes in organisms that are burned (match getting shorter) and the fire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Common Errors:**
- Do not identify decomposers in ecosystems or food chains.
- Do not recognize growth in terms of internal mechanisms of plants and animals, but rather focus on visible external changes.
- Relationships among animals are cooperative in the sense of "good will" to fellow animals.
- Relationships among animals are judged in terms of human emotions or characters (e.g., "mean fox" and "innocent bunny").

**Common Patterns:**
- Wood or plants are made of different materials. 
- Explain or explain plants in terms of their use for humans (e.g., grouping vegetables and fruits because humans eat them).
- Explain that plants are "good" or "helpful" to the environment (e.g., by providing shade to keep people cool).

**Common Errors:**
- Do not recognize gases as matter "helpful" to the environment (e.g., burning match disappears because wood is flammable; gasoline tank is empty because it makes the engine run). Focus on solid and liquid materials, but not gases.
- Common Patterns:
  - Wood or plants are made of different materials. 
  - Explain or explain plants in terms of their use for humans (e.g., grouping vegetables and fruits because humans eat them).
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